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HELPING CHILDREN—S/Sgt. Elma 

Gere, who is stationed in Heidelberg, 

spends her spare time distributing 

clothing donated to young Germans 

in the Heidelberg area by church 

organizations in the United States. 

Sgt. Gere, who is from Elmira, N.Y., 

concentrates on those children badly \ ‘ 

in need of clothing, then tries to find ‘ 

the correct sizes for each, 
(Army Signal Corps) I 

The Information Bulletin is the bi- 

weekly magazine of the Office of Mili- 

tary Government for Germany (US) 

for dissemination of authoritative in- 

formation concerning the policies, 

regulations, instructions, operations TABLE OF CONTENTS 

and activities ef Military Government 

and affiliated organizations. Issue No. 139 July 13, 1948 
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Control Office OMGUS Bri Out Consumer Goods 21 
Beilin, Germany Reform Brings Out Con: er Lee; ee. 

APO 742, US Army Housing Construction Still Lags. . . . - . . . 28 

Correspondence in the United States Statement Reveals JEIA Finances . . . . . . . 25 

concerning articles and distribution OMGBS Rejects Soviet Charges . . . . +... 31 

should be made to: Official Instructions . . . 1... 1. ee + 82 

Reports & Analysis Branch 

Civil Affairs Division 

Department of the Army 

Washington 25, D.C. 

Printing and distribution of the 
Magazine is handled by the Publi- 

cations Branch, Office of the Adjutant 

General, OMGUS. 

Reprint of ticle, - 
irkcagc be aint ise siren ga OFFICE OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT FOR GERMANY (US) 

ically noted, is permitted with credit 
to the Information Bulletin and the CONTROL OFFICE REPORTS & STATISTICS BRANCH 

author or source cited with the articles. ‘ BERLIN, GERMANY APO 742, US ARMY
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OMGUS by the Bipartite Control Office. The As a result of a recent limestone 
The border crossing point at Neu- initial allocations, which amount to quarry strike, 4,000 metric tons of 

stadt-Sonneberg into the Soviet Zone almost $40,000,000, will be spent burnt lime and 300 tons of dolomite 
was closed es of Juae tS during the next few months. Approxi- have been lost. The shortage of 

Devadas Gandhi, editor ofthe Hin- mately 260,000 metric tons of food limestone is a bottleneck in steel 

distan. Titties and son ‘of the Jata will be purchased from various nations _ production. i 
Mohandas K. Gandhi, conferred with under the program. The Bizonal Economics Council's 

the US Military Governor and mem- Bizonal Activities committee on the European Recove y 
bers of his staff during a visit to , Program elected Dr. Friedrich Holz- 

OMGUS headquarters. His visit was Livestock deliveries in the week apfel and Herbert Kriedemann as 

sponsored by the British Military ended May 9 declined to a new low chairman and vice chairman, respec- 

Government. for the year. Meat deliveries for the tively. The Communist members of 

week amounted to 2,068 metric tons, the Council were banned by the 

ccG (BE) representing only 42 percent of the committee because of KPD antogonism 

A public exhibition of the new quota, to the ERP. é 
developments in British town plan- Figures on butter production through The Rhine River levels remained 

ning, prepared by the British Council May 16 indicate that the May produc- constant during the first two weeks of 

and the Institution of British Archi- lon quota for the Bizonal Area as a June, permitting upstream loadings 
tects, was shown in Frankfurt in whole had been fulfilled, despite an from the Ruhr of approximately 

conjunction with a German conference. @PParent 15 to 20 percent deficit in 74 percent of capacity and raising the 
By means of pictures and models, the Bavaria. Production in the British upstream coal program of the US Zone. 

exhibition showed how British cities 702¢ has been exceeding expectations. to 92 percent of schedule. ‘ 

are tackling their postwar reconstruc- Grain crops are far advanced and p ; 
tion problems, The exhibition will an early harvest is expected. If fa. Joint Export Inport Agenc 
later be shown in Munich and other vorable weather continues, both grain An experimental foreign exchange 
cities in the British and US Zones. and straw crops should be good. The credit plan in the textile and ceramics 

. . cutting of hay has commenced insome export industries in the Bizonal Area 

Bipartite Agencies districts. was established by JEIA to provide 
Proposals have been approved in The production of steel ingots in an incentive for stepping up export 

principle for the import from the Unit- May totaled 223,500 metric tons, as sales in the two key industries. Under 

ed Kingdom of 10,000 tons of un- compared with 363,000 tons in April; this plan the exporter will be per- 

treated coal and gas and cooking rolled products amounted to 211,900 mitted to utilize 40 percent of the 
types of coal, against an export of an tons in May as compared with 241,000 foreign exchange proceeds received 

equivalent tonnage of other types of tons in April. The decline may be from his exports to import needed 

German coal. attributed to the fact that there were Materials under the simplified impor 
Telegraph and radio telephone com- only 22 working days in May. procedure. ’ 

munications between the Bizonal Area . Bavaria 4 

and Argentina have been officially Gasoline ration cards were to bt 
reopened, The section on Occupational withdrawn from the 200 vehicle dai: 

The shortage of truck tires and Activities is compiled from the vers who used their cars illegally t 

Tepair equipment continued to hold Semimonthly Report of Military drive to a sports event in Nuremberg 
down highway traffic to 75 percent of Government 92, official announce- The German Press Exhibition, he id 

maximum operation potential. The ments by MG and aifiliated in Munich from May 5 to June 15 
approved purchase of 40,000 large organizations, and public infor- attracted approximately 220,000 Ger 
truck tires is expected to alleviate mation offices throughout the man and foreign visitors. 4 
the shortage during the harvest season. US Zone, to give a summary of Dr. Wilhelm Ohnesorge, Reichspost 

The first authorization for the pur- developments - throughout the minister in the Nazi regime a 
chase of food under the Marshall Plan occupied area of Germany. classified as an offender by a denen 

for the Bizonal Area was announced (Continued on Page 26) 
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Report of an Extensive Study Made of Tuberculosis in the US Zone 
And in Berlin by a Special Commission from the United States 

Te TUBERCULOSIS mortality rate health problems have been handledon German authorities after survey of 
in the US Zone of Germany, after a quadripartite basis, there is no easy present facilities. When such a de- 

a war rise, is again declining. In most solution. The maximum use and ex- termination is made, giving full con- 

parts of the Zone it is approaching pansion of existing facilities and con- sideration to stocks available to the 

the prewar level, but it is still excess- version of other buildings into hos- German economy, definitive action to 

ive in Berlin. It is approximately the pitals are recommended, overcome the shortages can be initiat- 
same as the present rate in Great HERE IS A SHORTAGE of certain ed by OMSTEG. 

Britain and well below the prewar “L hospital supplies and equipment. German public health authorities, 

level in France and other parts of  pathor large quantities of some items in spite of great difficulties, have 
Europe. are currently being made available developed a satisfactory, modern tu- 

The German tuberculosis control through STEG (German organization berculosis control program which com- 

organization Ss functioning well, UB: soe handling certain transfers of sup- pares favorably with that of other 
puncipal SeUVINES: fs: in; other coun- plies for German economy) from sur- countries. 
Hies; ere hospital treatment, clinic plus stocks in the European Command These were the conclusions listed 
diagnosis and care. ‘Noteworthy pro- and from the United States on the in- by a special commission from the 
gress has been made since the end of  centive program from US Army sur- United States in the summary of its 
the war in the provision of hospital ius in the United States. report on an extensive tuberculosis 
and sanatorium beds. A detailed requirements determin- survey made in Germany in February. 

The number of cases officially re- ation can be made only by the The report was adapted by the Civil 
ported to the health authorities has 

been increasing. German physicians 
stress this fact as indicating a grave Hospital at Neurod, where patients are treated for tuberculosis. 

situation. However, improved case- (Army ‘Slanal Cores) 

finding and the incentive provided by Cig 

food supplements to tuberculosis per- a 

sons are at least partially responsible = ~ "4 

for this rise. Further study, however, =. ° : . 
is needed to determine the exact = ~ PS / a 
significance of the increase. al] | : . * C 

To meet a standard of two hospital — -— | Pes an ‘ : 
beds per annual tuberculosis death, — | = aS Se” a x : 

approximately 2,000 additional beds -_— 4 ~~... Jit =. Pd an 
are needed in the US Zone. These can gy 7 2 i a | ie OFT m= : 
be created by more optimum use of a oS . — “al me e ysis we existin : 3 =a. SS OL Se Ae 

g hospital space, by expansion a _ a a a 2 eee re LS Eps < 

of adjacent structures not utilized for WM Fk 4 oy _ oo a aS a eg | fas5 
Patients, and by the conversion of a gem . . -— | aA aS soaey = ul : 
few barracks or bath resorts under on _ a oe ~—— . vee | it mw a ae 
German control into hospitals. La 1 2 ’ i a ] . . = & = | iC oe —— . UG 

To meet this standard in Berlin, ap- a eu 1S Heal || | ee He LAT AN aime oxi oe eaten ae POP ee ee a Re 
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Administration Division, OMGUS, of It was not possible to obtain a full Berlin has an unusually old population, ” 
which the Public Health Branch is a set of comparable mortality rates for which would tend to raise its crude 
part, and made public recently as a each portion of the German territory tuberculosis death rate, as the rate ig 
Special Report of the Military Gov- under US control. Data obtained from higher for the older age groups, Ig 
ernor. was noted that the increase in deaths 

erage ee oe ee "al Many technical details of the 7 ameeneateiie: oe ; ei —T De Bomena lous me special commission's report have crease in pulmonary tuberculosis b t 
‘ : been omitted from this adapta- that no increase in other forms was. Tiaeat “expert es the Held of ‘tuber- tion. A limited number of “Tuber- recortied prior ‘to’ 1045, culosis in the United States. Members culosis, Special Report of the Kes aa ck suecific rates for 190m of the commission were Dr, Philip Military Governor, May 1948” una the peak of pulmonary tubal 

é Sertwedl eh ne aobns Hopkins Vals -for professionally interested per- culosis mortality among males as oc. Mere onan SeHeye ape Majo Sons is available at: Reports and curring in the seventh decade of life Alonze W. Clark of the Office of the Statistics Branch, Control Office, and ee females in the age group 
Surgeon: General, US Army, OMGUS, APO 742, US Army. 15-24. The difference in mortality by ‘The commission was furnished data Files also are kept in US Infor- sex fe striking, the male rate for all on mortality, derived from two mation centers and many librar- ages being 408 per 100,000 population Sources: reports to public health ies in Germany. a the femals rate 140. 

authorities of deaths from communi- Copies of the special report Up to the age of 10, both sexes hail 
cable diseases and registrations of are also included in files of the about the same mortality; in the age deaths with the state statistical offices Military Governor's Monthly group 10 to 14 the female rate {am by death certificates signed by phy- Reports kept at libraries and slightly higher; at all ages above 15. sicians. The latter are more complete universities in the United States. the male rate is higher. In fact, for all and more accurate than the former and The address of the nearest file age groups above 25, the male Tatallll have been used wherever possible; may be obtained by addressing at least twice the female rate, 7 however, they are not available as an inquiry to: Reports and 5 { promptly as the reports to public Analysis Branch, Civil Affairs IX BAVARIA the sex and ae 
health departments. Division, Department of the bution of tuberculosis mortality has 

changed remarkably since the war and rT ALL CASES IT HAS been neces- Army, The Pentagon, Washing- may offer an important clue to the’ 
sary to estimate 1947 deaths from ton 25, D.C. present situation. Among females the incomplete returns, In the rural areas rates for 1946 were identical with 

of Bavaria and in a few other places, each megion visited is considered . those for 1938. allowing for chance some death certificates in the past separately. fluctuations, except in the two 
have been signed by coroners who Berlin suffered a greater increase in youngest age groups. Among infants” were not physicians, but it is not tuberculosis mortality than any part under one year of age the 1946 rate thought that this has introduced any of the US or British Zones. The city’s was twice as high as the 1938 rate, i 
considerable error in the case of death rate rose from a low point of The picture for males is quite dif- tuberculosis deaths, as nearly all cases 82 per 100,000 population in 1938 toa ferent. Here a slight excess mortality 
of tuberculosis are diagnosed before peak of 264 in 1945, It was stated that appears in the 10-14 year age group death. In the future, certifications of 

{ deaths by a physician will be required A tuberculosis patient in her room at the Neurod hospital. 4 ih all areas, 
(Army Signal Corps) 7 

A further difficulty results from the : 
changes in the areas included in the = : a 
States, except Bavaria which has a 3 remained largely unchanged in ter- s 
ritory, so that accurate comparison of a 
the postwar with the prewar and : 

ee wartime mortality is not possible. This an emma. : a \ difficulty does not exist in the case of : y : o _ wes large cities. ft 4 oe .. AF ae y 
In 1939 Germany had a rate of 50 =e UCC , 4 i sS = , 

deaths per 100,000 population. Only % | 4 se | h o | _ a four countries of the world whose 2 ie . — 1 | — — 
mortality statistics are known—Den- @ 4 oe EN | \. _ _ | 
mark, Australia, the Netherlands and || < g . | A ~~ / i - the United States—stood lower in this : . ‘ io respect. In the following year, Ger- S : og : | _ y many's rate began to rise, oe : @ i ~~ Um 
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in 1946 and increases to twice the Tuberculosis patients absorb sunshine and fresh air on hospital porch. 

1938 rate in the 15-19 year age group ent ReaD 

and triple the 1938 rate at ages 20-24. 1946 over the same age span, but not ed by total deaths times 100) affords 
The —_ tate then remains about jcarjy so marked. The male death an index of the relative importance of 
twice ae 938 Tate up to the age rate at all ages in 1946 was a little this disease as a cause of death. An 
group 35-40, where it begins todecline }.<5 than twice as high as the female estimate of proportionate mortalities 
relative to the former period, although rata: by states is: Hesse, 6.1; Bavaria, 5.4; 

it remains above the 1938 level at all For Wuerttemberg-Baden the morta- | Wuerttemberg-Baden, 5.5;/Bremen city, 
ages except for the age group 55-59. ity rate was 67 in 1946 and 63in 1947. 8.6; Berlin (entire city), 10.2, In the 

The Same (excess male mortality a In Bremen, no decrease in mortality United States in 1945 the proportionate 
oes in 1946, as compared with was noted until 1947, the rate re- mortality from tuberculosis for all 

' “ is seen as in the case of maining essentially on a plateau from races was 3.8 percent. 
a es. , 1941 through 1946. A summary tabulation of mortality 

‘ t was the opinion of several public Among displaced persons’ during rates for the US Zone for the years 
ealth officials with whom this matter 1947 the deaths from all causes were 1946 and 1947 (based on registered 
was discussed that the increase in _oorted as 2,252, a figure yielding a deaths; 1947 data tentative) is: 
el mortality in the ages from 15 to mortality rate of 6.5 per 1,000 per 1946 1947 

or 40 nye) oue 1 deaths} of ormer year, an obviously low rate determin- Hesse rae * 68 
German soldiers who had been re- 44 in part, at least, by the relative Bavaria 0. 8 
patriated. One official stated that the ‘ nes t WiterttembergBadam"” 8305263. 
sate phenomenon! “Was. Sele, Bl youth of the population. The deaths Bratnan, (élty) ie ae 

number of ‘other diseases. Hut’ th from tuberculosis numbered 325, of Berlin (city) 238. 224 
er iseases, UL e : 

cOmmiiasion did not ‘have an ‘op: which 286 were from pulmonary and Two points appeared to the com- 

P- 39 from non-pulmonary forms. These soci, a2 
portiinity "to tiavesd@ate this mission to be worthy of emphasis in 

Y 8 ; figures yield a rate of 82 per 100,000 i 
Hesse e imatel: the mortality data. In nearly all areas, 

meompasses approximate'y for pulmonary, 11 per 100,000 for non- i i 
the same territory as the former Hesse ae va aa 100 000 f ll mOtaMty.“Wasnlo wait theese) tie last onary, an er F or a - and Hessen-Nassau, less 12 counties. fone rat 1 Socouioste prewar year; and then Tose ‘progress 

For 1946 the death rate from all : ively’ to a peak in 1949: ence which 
forms was 73, and for 1947 it was 69. Ts PROPORTIONATE mortality time it has progressively declined. 

A comparison of age and sex specific from tuberculosis as compared There has been a sharp excess in 

mortality rates for the 6ld state of with the total number of deaths was male mortality in the age span from 
Hesse in 1938 with the present Hesse 14.5 percent, a high rate, its high 20 to 40 or 50 years, and a small 
for 1946 discloses an excess male level being referred in part to the low excess, in both sexes, in infant 

mortality for 1946 which is very mark- level of the general mortality rate. mortality, when comparing 1946 with 
ed for the age span 15-49. Among The proportionate mortality from 1938 rates. Male rates rose much more 

females there was also an excess in tuberculosis (tuberculosis deaths divid- than females. The rate in Berlin is far 

TULY 1: Tole 5 INFORMATION BULLETIN



general, large cities have shown | hurl | . 
higher rates than those for the states i. 7 7. / i q i . > 
as a whole. - | & eee j lm 

aaa in EXPLANATIONS for the —  . a a — ee hUm 

war rise in mortality, the relative _ | oo — _ . ‘ 

importance of which is not known, _ : _ . . eo a po 7 

and crowding of people together; the fy oo — oo 1. — | 

food shortage; overwork, mental and — . a &» a _ | _ on . 

the elements; disruption of public _ oo I 4 es a na a= _ a 

health activities; and reduction in _ oe . _ | = | 

tuberculosis bed capacity. — . _.- oe bee _ a 

ees fae Gea nt A doctor and a nurse at Neurod hospital prepare lor operation: is { 

ity rate in Germany. It is perhaps 
pertinent to point out that in the vision, far above what the average two and one-half beds per death, 

United Kingdom, where extensive German receives. However, in neither the United States 

bombing was experienced in 1940 and Tuberculosis cases living at home nor Great Britain has this standard — 

1941, the mortality reached its peak are entitled to dietary supplements in been met, and, in fact, the present — 
in 1941 and thereafter declined during addition to the ordinary ration, as German allocation in the US Zone ~ 

the remaining war years. follows: 935 calories for active cases exceeds the’ national average in both ~ 

In Germany, on the other hand, who should be in hospital; 678 calories Great Britain and the United States. 

where bombing became progressively for those unable to work (this The present provision of beds has — 
more severe up ito 1944 and early €vidently refers to quiescent cases); resulted from aggressive action by 
1945, mortality was highest in 1945, 575 calories for working patients; 536 the German public health officials, 
There is some reason to believe that, © 933 calories for “endangered” supported by the public health officers 
barring further deterioration of the Children. of Military Government, and a fuil 

economic state of the country, there In view of the acute food shortage, appreciation by the German medical 
should be a further decline in mor- it is only natural that these supple- profession that tuberculosis isa nation- 

tality in the next few years, ments should prove an incentive to al menace. Practically all intact 

In Germany, nearly all diagnosed the reporting of cases that would previous tuberculosis hospitals are in 

cases are seen in clinics and reported Otherwise not be reported. That this use, and, in. addition, a number of build- — 
only if confirmed by the clinics. It is, happens, and is a significant factor in ings, such as former prisoner-of-war 

however, impossible to deny that a Morbidity trends, was the opinion of hospitals, have been turned over by — 

strong incentive exists toreport border- @t least one German tuberculosis Military Government for this purpose. 
line cases as having active tuber- specialist whom the commission met. Many of these were former German 

culosis, as in this way they are The opinion of the German author- barracks which had been already 

authorized supplementary food rations, ities, previously referred to, is that, adapted to use as hospitals and were q 

while tuberculosis death rates have reasonably well-suited! for the purpose. 

I’ WAS NOTED that since the end not yet increased, there is a lag Thus the hope expressed two years 
= of the Wah there has been a steady between the rise of cases and of ago (report on tuberculosis control in 
increase re the activity and efficiency deaths and that such an increase will US Zone of Germany by the con- 

of ‘the ‘clinics; ‘and: there undoubtedly soon appear. The commission feels, on sultant on tuberculosis. Office of The 
existed in Germany at the beginning the other hand, that data on incidence Surgeon General, Oct. 9, 1945) that 
of 1946 * considerable reservoir of and prevalence are to be little trusted provision of beds for tuberculosis, 
cases previously unrecognized because and ithat death rates are, under the which had reached a very low levelll 

of the disruption of clinic work during present conditions, the only reliable at ithe end of the war, could ulti 
the war. index of the trend of tuberculosis in mately be raised to two per annual 

Another factor which sheds doubt Germany today. death appears to have been almost 

on the reliablitiy of German postwar The present allocation of hospital realized. 

morbidity statistics is the availability and sanatorium beds is not far from To meet the ratio of two. 

of ration supplements to tuberculosis two per annual death in all parts of beds per annual death approximately 
cases. Sanatorium cases are given a the US Zone except Berlin, where the 700 beds are needed in Hesse and — 
ration of some 3,000 to 3,600 calories ratio is less than one per annual death. 1,300 in Bavaria. The other states — 
except in Berlin, where less food is The ratio recommended by US and —-Wuerttemberg-Baden and Bremen — D 

available. This is a generous pro- British public health authorities is (Continued on page 29) 
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= ALS Deputy Chief, PIO, OMG Hesse 

on oS — | er ol hare FLASHING of the signal: BLITZ REPEAT BLITZ 
ee oko ALL STATIONS halted all message traffic on the 

oe \ ee, ae olice teletype net in the combined American and = YY} = P 
— _ : 7 1 = British Zones of occupied Germany. The top priority 

— = | je teletype signal which is used by police only in 
SS er 1 i \ catastrophies, uprisings, or similar occurrences, was 

(2) ke repeated: BLITZ REPEAT BLITZ ALL STATIONS, and 
SS : So et be all teletype lines were cleared and station operators 

BRITISH ZONE d i ae standing by. Then came the message: 

Le Ce TO ALL POLICE—U.S, ARMY, C-47 
= — 7 aN LP PLANE NUMBER 8736 ENROUTE 

ee fl ee FROM PISA ITALY TO FRANK- 
fee i FURT GERMANY IS MISSING 

See ee _ be WITH TWENTY-ONE AMERICANS 
ee LL. ‘ £\ i ABOARD, ALL POLICE AGENCIES os eer -— obo h . ARE INSTRUCTED TO SEARCH fe ye ON eae EIR AREAS THOROUGHLY. IF 

ve eo S da ~ RUSSIAN ZONE PLANE IS LOCATED OR ANY IN- 
oo Lo ey FORMATION IS OBTAINED NO- 

‘on Yio GUENTER CHIEF LCB WIESBADEN 
a Lee) 3 / DATE 30 NOVEMBER 47 TIME 1200 . 

di Se —— ——— ba eT, This was opening signal for the 
Gs Cor —— . — : L a German police to join in one of the 

° 1 ef es — oa SL fF greatest hunts to be conducted in 
Sie So ote SN 8 the European Com- 

FRENCH ZONE (GAA ese ane < TS mand for a missing rr fle — — / American aircraft. POOP. fake = 3 b, eer : foe | meee De, However, the hunt 
pe as - a7 So 7 oe... ended without any 

(eo ee eg e” iy oS a S. _‘Dxn__ trace of the plane. 
See ast =|) ee oS The transmission of 

pe ie fi Ne such a message by 
es ia oe kh - jay — i this means to all po- 

on =X oy oe a lice agencies in the 
YN | _— Bizonal Area is pos- 

SN Seve a ‘ sible as a result of 
ae : two years’ work by 

Map shows the lines of EZ Se MG public safety of- 
the police teletype system — he — oe. ficers, the Central Bur- 
in reaching all of the Bi- Cle. fe . =< = eau of Criminal Iden- zonal Area from Frank- Satie >. : ~ tification and Statis- ~ 
furt. (drawing from PIO ee ae tics of each state, OMGH) 
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and Reichspost telecommunications & ,. 9 e a 

officials. The state systems of the US ba ee : 7 

Zone had also been linked with ~, — : | 

similar police communications of the oe : — hUmCS 
British Zone. — ee. 4 : oT 

pe ECHO of the last shot of the — x ~ _ [LULU 
war had scarcely died before . — oe _ . — 2 

the task of organizing the Hessian “ - os on. . 4 

German police was begun by the %  gigie, . : : . C 7 

OMGH Public Safety Division, The © 9 i ; CC 
urgency. of establishing the police #9 fs : a. UE 

communication system was reflected = =| : aa : j 

in the crime rate and low number of oo : a oe . - | F 
criminal apprehensions by police, oo. E f 

In prewar days the city of Frank- . : 4 ‘ 

furt had been an industrial center || ce : : : ey i 

and as such was also a center of ©) aes so : | 

communications. The city had been - a : : : . 
bombed frequently and was heavily Re RGN ane ee , 

damaged. In spite of this damage to Frankfurt teletype switch, heart of the Hessian network and key station 
the city, which included all public in the bizonal system, is located in the partially destroyed Reichsport 4 

utilities, the central location of this Administration Building. (photo from PIO OMGH) | 

city was one of the determining fac- ‘ 
tors for choosing it as the center of roving bands of criminals which Searches led into cellars, coal bins, ~ 

the new communication system. were looting, pillaging and spreading and even cattle barns. Sufficient tele- 

A survey of the Reichspost Ad- terror in their wake among the pop- typewriters were uncovered and 

ministration Building disclosed that ulace in the rural districts of the obtained to establish a small net. Each q 

the teletype and telephone switch- state. The following incident was typi- machine was taken over by the 

boards were badly damaged. The plan cal of the many crimes committed: Hessian German authorities in ac- 

for placing at least one teletype A gang of five criminals made a cordance with the existing Germal 

station in each of 39 counties and two forced entry into a farmhouse on the laws. 

cities of Hesse presented a tremen- outskirts of a small village, ‘killed On Sept. 20, 1946, the first net was 

dous job because of the lack of four of the five members of the fam- Officially opened, consisting of nine- 

equipment, machines, wire and other ily, stole everything of value, and teletype machines operating in eight 

necessary equipment. escaped, Police were at the scene of stations, As more teletype machines 

The urgency of establishing such the crime within a reasonable time, were found they were promptly added 

a communication net was given but because of lack of communica- to the net. A's Bavaria had its system 

added impetus by reports of many tions were unable to alert other police in full of operation, teletype connec- 

agencies in the surrounding cities tions were made to Munich via Stutt- 

———— eye ws gart and to Munich via Nurembergig 
oe _ rr—C Bremen was reached through Kassel 

 — ,—ri<CS vices of the Reichspost Admin- 284 Hanover. The police of Hesse 
 . - : ‘©, istration repaired the damaged switch- finally had’ clear channel teletypg j 

a =26EL to the lack of teletype machines, the the other states in the US Zone, | 
ee oF o | police were required to furnish their The line to Kassel had to carry @ 

’ 4 on” i ey own. So the combined efforts of Mil- tremendous load as this line was the | 
. _ = . ws — @ “itary Government and the German only connection between the US and 

ae : ea police were necessary in locating British Zones. Additional lines were 

: . “ Ss i / —  teletypewriters in the factories and made available from Frankfurt to” 

=. cafe ds : i business houses of the state. Hanover and from Frankfurt to Dues- 

-— ee e Many of the private owners of Seldorf. The addition of these tw@ 
oo ie these machines were cooperative, lines relieved the traffic on the Kassel © 

NS ——— although some were not, and search line. The police of the British and 
_ eee me. methods were then necessary. American Zone were then linked. 
| | a ey The efficiency of police improv-— 

ey Se, o # German police operator at one of the ed as the communication system Wag 
CC Hh  & teletype machines at the Frankfurt ‘™prtoved and enlarged. Today there 

Ee = switchboard, (photo irom PIO OMGH) te 27 teletype stations in Hesse 
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alone and the work of setting them for the establishment of a police radios operate in the ultra high fre- 

up already is paying off in apprehen- radio net. quency band. 

sions of criminals and in carrying out Such a police radio net will include The acquiring of equipment for this 
other police functions. both stationary and mobile radio radio net has been difficult but the 

In 1945 and early 1946, one crime receivers and transmitters. In ac- day is not far distant when the signal 
was being committed for every 110 cordance with current MG direct- in the air which strikes fear in crim- 

persons in Hesse a month, one ives, police radio transmitter stations inals and reassures the law abiding 

apprehension was being made for cannot have a range greater than 10 citizen will be heard in police radio 
every eight policemen per month, to 15 miles and the mobile transmit- cars: “Achtung, Achtung, alle Autos 
Today, there is one crime for every ters in cars will have a much shorter héren!", more familiarly known to 
100 persons, but apprehensions by ange of four to five miles. These Americans as “Calling All Cars”, 

police have increased to the rate of "OO 

one for every three and one-half 

police net Annual Battle Starts Against Potato Pest 
ECENTLY A desperate criminal es- 

R caped from one of the penal in- dl logs ANNUAL fight to save the combating the insect. Farmers are 
stitutions of the state: The entire German potato crop waslaunched being advised to refrain from using 

police system was alerted by teletype with an appeal to the villagers and any of the scarce insecticides avail- 
and the criminal was picked up the school children of the Bizonal Area able until specifically ordered to, so 

next day at a point 300 miles from © comb the fields for the colorado that maximum results may be ob- 

the institution. This would have been beetles. These pests are more threat- tained from the limited supply on 

impossible a few months ago. ening than in any previous postwar hand. Chemicals used for spraying 
A BG die eal 4 a year and dusting the crops are in short 

. pags ae Hoar anes e a Joe The present mass infestation of the supply because indigenous factories 

—e ae pas Heelan city tend soil is one of the most serious that have not so far attained their pro- 

eed ea Ga - aa has ever occurred in Germany, and duction targets, but every effort is 

= “aa ce orar ae eae is far greater this spring than it was now being made by the. responsible 

zones warned the police, and:the thief last year. This is attributed by bizonal German officials to meet established 

~ ‘ t ; food and agriculture officials to the requirements. 
stepped off the train at Hamburg in ; ‘ ; 

the British Zone into the arms of exceptonelly. maid ewintersand ea At the present time a total of 6,500 
waiting police. spring, which favored the multiplica- tons of chemical insecticide, an amount 

tion of the beetles and their early sufficient to cover 1,901,900 acres of 
A frantic mother in Darmstadt emergence from the ground. potato area, have been placed at the 

begged the assistance of the police The plague is particularly acute in disposal of the bizonal population. The 
in. recovering her lost child, a little the potato producing areas of North first spraying took place in North 

who had been missing several Rhine/Westphalia, Hesse and Wuert- Rhine/Westphalia, and operations were 
ours, A description of the child was temberg-Baden. extended to the Oldenburg region. 

flashed out over the teletype and a 4 i 
few hours later, an alert parolman German plant protection offices are To help combat the colorado beetle 

picked up the child on a Frankfurt carrying on an intensive press and on the international level the German 

street, radio campaign outlining methods for _ bizonal administration is participating 

While such illustrations show the sian Tae Sea the internalondl> conto errata 2 5 ¥ SS Lr—— with a contribution of RM 1,500,000 
more sensational cases which the ee 2 os for labor. 
teletype net has helped materially in Oe | . sees 
closing, the routine uses of the net ue So pe. -— ‘ 
are fully as important. Daily des- 4 es , of Press Realizes Freedom 
criptions of wanted and escaped crim- jae a . Wie In a discussion broadcast by Radio 
inals and descriptions of stolen ae | en ICY Frankfurt, two publishers and a 
American and German autos and other Poy ae Te J) freelance journalist of Hesse indicated 
police information are sent out to all fee Xe pe fy = that German newsmen do not feel 

stations. Se . 08 i that Military Government regulations 

Sufficient teletype equipment has jena . at ie et oe meant AG ay aaa 
been found to complete the net of 41 aay oe ree | : in Se SEO ie fel ee ier 
stations within a short period of time. ate gs : o PY YS “ 8 mi an Raa ae anaes Sie 

: ef ment; that there is no censorship of 
/ Completion of the teletype net ee eee me the press in the US-occupied Area 
is one phase in the reorganiza- fos? ee ae bess > of Germany; and that newspapers do 
tion of German police communica- AM 2 ns MA a AT “! not feel any compulsion to take part 
tions, As this system increases its Hessian schoolboys scouring fields in Military Government's reorienta- 
efficiency, plans may be considered near Schaedling for beetles, (DENA-Bild) tion program. 
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Hesse Judge Returns to the US Elections Indicate 
_— ° SPD-CDU Stalemate — 

. : oe . The recent community election, 

o 2. i results in Hesse indicated a com- 
: . . _ . parative stalemate in the growth of 

a hl : oo. the two major parties, the Social’ 

. _ ; s Democratic Party (SPD) and the 
o — oo Christian Democratic Union (CDU), a 

. _ F  =~=—SeseSsSCCSlight defection of voters from the: 

BS Ee a — . == = aency on the part of the rightist 
. —— : _— =. parties to attract votes from the 
es > i i ranks of those who previously abe 

: a 4 stained or were not eligible to vote, 
:  ee...u|@|}|- _ The SPD, though it gained numeri- 

fF 88 ,,. ee... losses were in areas where the of- 
oe oe ficials representing the party were 

Among the many trials conducted by Maj. Herbert S. Gawronski (left) especially vulnerable to attack for 

during 47 months as Hesse MG summary court judge, was one involving misfeasance in office. It was also” 
his immediate superior officer, Mr. Franklin J. Potter. Photo shows noted that the party’s influence is 

Potter, who is director of the Legal Division, OMGH, paying a fine for decreasing in the Protestant rural 
a traffic violation, (PIO OMGH) q areas, ‘ 

Maj. Herbert S. Gawronski, Wies- charged with breaking MG laws, His ion pee a pee a 

badens’s MG summary court judge decisions were decribed by OMGH everywhere gaining apparently a 

for the past two years, has ended his _ legal division officials as discerning, proportionate “share from the @amme 

tour of duty with the occupation fair and just. voters and the citizens who do not. 

forces to return to his home in the Besides sitting on several of the normally vote, The party registered 

United States. most important cases to come before 4, slight loss in the predominantly 

In his 47 months on the bench, he Military Government, Gawronski has Catholic counties. 4 

has conducted 11,523 trials, in ad- heard as many as 300 law violators The sharp rise in the Liberal Demo- 

dition to an unrecorded number of during a single day, in addition to cratic Party (LDP) vote is to be 

first hearings. an average of eight daily trials. attributed primarily to the party’s 
As summary court judge for OMG Gawronski, who wears the Bronze cncess in attracting those dissatis- 

Hesse, Gawronski was responsible Star Medal for meritorious service, fied with the local governments, and 

for ‘the trials of American and Allied is returning to his home in Water- also to the fact that the Party, in 

civilian personnel and Germans viliet, N.Y. contrast to its policy in the previous — 

local elections, put up candidates in 

7 . . all counties. It is to be noted that 

MG Recognizes UGO Group in Berlin in counties where the LDP par 

US Military Government closed the nounced that it does not recognize ticipated in the administration it 

six district offices of the Berlin Free the so-called FDGB executive board suffered slight losses. ‘ o 

German Trade Union Federation with headquarters in the Soviet Generally, the election results Tn 
(FDGB) in the US Sector for one day Sector, as the properly elected re- dicate that, while on local issues “a 

on June 8 when attempts to move resentative of the Berlin trade lectorate in Hesse 1s” cissatigaay 
property from the offices led to  ynions, with the management of local atten 

sisiurbanees, The “provisicnal management’ re- by the Bar tles power the reo 

The’ provisional, manegement. cot quested the three other military equivocal) Felect the cone 

the, Berlin -FDGB established (by.,the governments in Berlin on June 10 for ling. Of opposition From 1 
Independent Trade Union Opposition ae as Ae Governor's Monthly Report No. 34, — 

e official recognition as the provisional 4 
(UGO) was requested the following managing body of the FDGB ———— 4 

day by Military Government to de- 7 : iy 

signate individuals to take charge of A mass protest against the alleg- Rail Shipments Halted 4 

the offices, which were accordingly ¢dly “shameful action" of the UGO Rail shipments of coal from the Bi-— 

reopened later the same day. leaders in the western sectors was zonal Area to the French Zone were 

US Military Government recognized, held June 14 in the Soviet Sector. halted June 21 to insure settlement” 

also on June9, the provisional man- (Note article ‘Berlin Trade Union of an outstanding rail car debt owed | 

agement" as the autorized governing Fight’ in the Information Bulletin, to the Bizonal Area by the French 

body of the Berlin FDGB and an- Issue No. 138 of June 15.) Zone. 4 
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Tribunal Three at Nuremberg hears 
aa wo the case against 15 former German 

«4 GaAe ‘ 2 an | @ i Von judges and prosecutors charged with 
agit l an ik \ a, a distorting the German judicial system 

a ge ¥ fea Bist it yy [Eos to serve the Nazi regime. On the 
_ gal pees he geet w A el bench are (left to right) Judges 

a wi Yo & a a fe | & Sans Mallory B. Blair of Austin, Texas; 
wee a, o | e™ James T. Brand of Salem, Ore,. presid- 
Ee a Pi a Be i ing judge, and Justin W. Harding of 

FB Ow mm at urem Cv Franklin, Ohio, (PIO OCcwc) 

which charged certain defendants with 
membership in organizations declared 

By Charles M. LaFollette criminal by the IMT. Only the defen- 
Director, OMG Wuerttemberg-Baden dant Altstoetter was found guilty 

solely under this count. It is sufficient 
Part II was made an integral part of Law to say that the evidence sustains the 

No. 10. standard fixed by the IMT and quoted, 
lig THIS DISCUSSION of the law de- The judgment also contains an ex- accepted and followed by the Tribunal, 

clared in the case against Nazi  cejjent, orderly review of the steps to wit: 
jurists, generally, and therefore herein, which Jed to the final reduction of the “The test is as follows: these mem- 
referred to as the Justice Case, we legal system and the courts under _ bers of an organization which has been 
Shall not necessarily follow the plan  pyitler to the point where they lost declared criminal, ‘who became or re- 
of the judgment. Not because it isnot thei; independence and became mere mained members of the organization 
orderly but because it is too long to quasi-administrative weapons of the with knowledge that it was being used 
be digested here by adapting the \azi regime. It includes, also, an for the commission of acts declared 
method of extracting excerpts illustra- equally thorough review of the appli- criminal by Article 6 of the Charter, 
live of all of the points therein made. cation of this Hitler judicial system to or who were personnally implicated 

I shall assume, therefore, that the the unfortunate persons, both German as members of the organization in the 

Teader understands that the courts, nationals and non-nationals, who were commission of such crimes’ are declar- 
staffed at Nuremberg pursuant to Ord- destined by fate to assume the role of  4q punishable.” 

nance 7 of the American Zone com- defendants under Nazi laws and be- 

mander, actually drew their jurisdic- fore Nazi courts, but. I must assume I’ IS ALSO PROPER to point out 

tion not from the ordnance but from that Germans, especially German that the Tribunal refused to convict 

the same source as the International jurists, are well aware of the evidenti- any person for acts committed prior to 

Military Tribunal, namely, Control ary facts therein reviewed by the Sept. 1, 1939; however it did permit 
Council Law No. 10 of the four occu- Tribunal. both prosecution and defense to offer 

Pying powers which are the same In the same manner I shall not dis- evidence of acts prior to Sept. 1, 1939, 
Powers that created the London Agree- cuss the findings of the Tribunal when they were relevant to the issues 
ment and Charter. In fact, the charter under Count Four of the indictment of knowledge, intent and motive. The 
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Tribunal, as the result of a decision dignity with equal power to construe that the law declared in the Charter 
of the judges of all of the tribunals international law as they found it.) and by the IMT was a sound declara- 
sitting en banc, including those in the | tion of international law. 

Justice case, ruled against the pro- See THE he denn in this case “The Charter, the IMT judgment, — 

secution on Count One of the indict- n substantially found the law to be og) Gontrol. Council Law 10 are 

ment, insofar as conspiracy to commit e same as the IMT, I do not need to merely ‘great new cases in the book © 

war crimes or crimes against human- were ned from its opinion Of of international law.’ They constitute | 
ity, as a substantive crime, was ‘US issue. However, since I believe authoritative recognition of prin- 
therein charged. that it stated the teasons for Its Tul- ciples of individual penal responsibil. 

Count One also was the only count ings better than the IMT, ” many We ity in international affairs which, as 

which charged acts done prior to stances, I shall quote briefly from -. we shall show, had been developing 

Sept. 1, 1939, as specific crimes, which many excell ent passages. On the issue for many years. Surely CC Law 10, 

we have pointed out the Tribunal re- ee criminal law the court ich was enacted by the authorized 
fused to find constituted either war | But international law is proaressive representatives of the four greatest 

crimes or crimes against humanity. Th | preg "powers on earth, is entitled to judicial 
There was no count charging the de- © *~ period of growth generally co- respect when it states, ‘Each of the 
fendants with crimes against peace, incides with the period of world "P” following acts is recognized as a 

- generally called ‘aggressive war.” heavals. The pressure of necessity crime.’ | | 

I have discussed Count IV, which | | “Surely the requisite international 

alleged membership in criminal or- . . approval and acquiescence is estab- 

ganizations. This leaves us for the pur- lee ut tive articles preseating ne lished when 23 states, including all 

pose of this discussion with Count IT, detailed review of the Instice of the great powers, have approved 

which charged each of the defendants C bet the Milit Tribu- the London Agreement and the IMT 

with committing war crimes, and ase Derore the MuNary ’ ribu Charter without dissent from any 

Count III which charged each of them nal at Nuremberg, as delivered state. Surely the Charter must be 

with committing crimes against human- by Charles M. LaFollette before deemed declaratory of the principles 

ity. an . interzonal conference ; of of international law in view of its re- 

Much has been written upon the jurists and lawyers in Munich cognition as such by the General 

issue of nullem crimen sine lege. This, early in June. Assembly of the United Nations. We 

of course, involves the corollary or | Mr. LaFollette, who is now di- quote: 

basic proposition, “were the crimes rector of the Office of Military ‘““The General Assembly recognizes 

which we are now considering, crimes Government for Wuerttemberg- the obligation laid upon it by Ar- 

under international law at the time the Baden, was the prosecutor at the ticle 13, paragraph 1, subparagraph (a) 

defendants committed them?” I have trial of 15 former members of of the Charter, to initiate studies and 

always believed that they were. The the Nazi Ministry of Justice and make recommendations for the pur- 

Tribunal so held. high-placed jurists during the pose of encouraging the progressive 

(An interesting collateral issue, Nazi regime. | development of international law and . 

which was propounded solely by the its codification; 

prosecutors of the Justice case in the ‘Takes note of the agreement for the 

opening statements, namely, that the stimulates the impact of natural law establishment of an International 

tribunals which sat at Nuremberg sub- and of moral ideas and converts them Military Tribunal for the prosecution 

sequent to IMT, took their jurisdiction into rules deliberately and overtly re- and punishment of the major war 

from the same source of power as the cognized by the consensus of civilized criminals of the European Axis, sign- 

IMT, were of equal dignity. with the mankind. | | | ed in London on 8 August 1945, and 

IMT, and therefore, even though they “The experience of two great world of the Charter annexed thereto, and 

may have been bound by certain pro- wars within a quarter of a century of the fact that similar principles have 

visions of the Charter and Ordnance7 cannot fail to have deep repercussions been adopted in the Charter of the In- 

to accept certain facts found by IMT on the senses of the peoples and their ternational Military Tribunal for the 
as true, they were nevertheless free demand for an internationallaw which — trial of the major war-criminals in the 
to find the law as they determined it reflects international justice. 1 amcon- Far East, proclaimed at Tokyo on 
to be.) | vinced that international law has pro- 19 January 1946; 

(In other words, I contended then  gressed, as it is bound to progress if ‘Therefore, 

and do now that the Agreement, _ itis to be a living and operative force ‘Affirms the principles of inter- 

Charter, Control Council Law10, and in these days of widening sense of national law recognized by the Chart- 

Ordnance 7 did not create a hier- humanity.” (Lord Wright, “War Crimes er of the Nuremberg Tribunal and the 

archy of courts, with the IMT as the under International Law,” The Law judgment of the Tribunal: 

supreme or top court, whose decisions Quarterly Review, Vol.62, January, ‘Directs the committee on codifica- 

on the law were binding upon those 1946, page 51). tion of international law established 

which subsequently came into exist- Also, it pointed out that the Gen- by the resolution of the General As- 

ence, but a series of courts of equal eral Assembly of the UN has found sembly of ... December 1946, to treat 
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— . or 6)hlUee le 
i I , Ae” % Bi — 

Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor (hand cupped under chin), chief of counsel 
as a matter’ of primary importance for war crimes, and his staff of prosecutors at the Nuremberg trial 

lans for the formulation, in the ’text of 15 former German judges and prosecutors, listen intently to the 

pe . 1 dificati ' f off statements of Wilhelm von Ammon, who is making his final plea of 

ofa Generalicockhea non (or renee innocence. Mr, LaFollette is sitting in front, at Gen. Taylor's right. 
against the peace and security of (PIO OCCwc) 

mankind, or of an international crimi- 
nal code, of the principles recognized be a punishable crime under his own prisoners or have otherwise fallen 

in the Charter of the Nuremberg Tri- domestic law. , into its power. Each belligerent has, 
bunal and in the judgment of the “As a principle of justice and fair or has power to set up, pursuant to 

Tribunal.’ play, the rule in question will be its own legislation, an appropriate tri- 

“(Journal of the United Nations given full effect. As applied in the bunal, military or civil, for the trial 

No. 58, § A_AIP. V./55 4953) field of international law that prin- of cases.’ (Hyde, International Law, 

ree > UPP- — velaatitle BP = ciple requires proof before conviction (2d rev. ed.), Vol. III, Page 2412.) 

(tke Crime of Aggression ‘and t ie that the accused knew or should have “According to the Treaty of Ver- 

pulure of international Law, by Phi- | own that in matters of international sailles, Article 228, the German gov- 
lip C. Jessup, Political Science Quat-  .oncern he was guilty of participation ernment itself recognized the right of 
terly, Vol. LXII. March 1947, Number 1, jn g nationally organized system of the Allied and associated powers to 

” , 
page 2). injustice and persecution shocking to bring before military tribunals per- 

O* THE COROLLARY issue of the moral sense of mankind, and bey sons accused of offenses against the 

nullun crimen sine lege the Tri- he knew or should have ae : Me laws and customs of war. Such per- 

bunal succinctly stated ‘its opinion as _ he would be subject to punishment 1 sons who might be found guilty were 

follows: caught. Whether it be considered co- to be sentenced to punishments laid 

“My Wei dification or substantive legislation, down by law. Some Germans were, 

; any of the laws of the emer ini, person who knowingly committed in fact, tried for the commission of 

Ste, ‘which ‘were enacted for the pro- the acts made punishable by CC Law such crimes. (See: Hyde, International 
tection of human rights Reve’ never 10 can assert that he did not know Law, (2nd rev. ed.) Vol. III, page 2414.) 

been repealed. Many acts constituting that he would be brought to account “The foregoing considerations de- 
war crimes or crimes against humanity for hig acts.” monstrate that the principle nullum 

aS defined in CC Law 10 were com- Its conclusion on this issue is a crimen sine lege, when properly under- 

mitted or permitted in direct violation yajyable addition to the treatment of stood and applied constitutes no legal 

also of the provisions of the German the subject by the IMT. or moral barrier to prosecution in the 
criminal law. It is true that this “We quote further from the report case at bar.” 

Tribunal can try no defendent merely of the Paris Commission: ‘Every belli- Hi. ESTABLISHED the validity 

because of a violation of the German  gerent has, according to international of the basic substantive law and 
| penal code, but it is equally true that Jaw, the power and authority to try therefore the fairness of the proceed- 

the rule against retrospective legis- the individuals alleged to be guilty ings, we turn to a construction placed 

lation as a rule of justice and fair of the crimes of which an enumeration by the court upon the pertinent pro- 

play, should be no defense if the act has been given in Chapter II on Viola- visions of CC Law 10. There are two 

which he committed in violation of tions of the Laws and Customs of — such provisions, Article II, 1(b), which 

CC Law 10 was also known to him to War, if such persons have been taken defines war crimes, the basis of the 
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crimes alleged in Count II of the in- property (obviously not property of “Our jurisdiction to try persons 3 

dictment, and Article IJ, 1(c) which Germany or Germans) and ‘ill treat- charged with crimes against humanity ~ 

defines crime against humanity, the ment or deportation to slave labor, is limited in scope, both by definition : 

basis of the crimes charged in or for any other purpose, of civilian and illustration, as appears from CC | 
Count III of the indictment. population of, or in, occupied terri- Law 10. It is not the isolated crime — 

As to Article II, 1(b) the Tribunal tory.’ CC Law 10, supra, employs by a private German individual which 

declared its interpretation as follows: similar language. It reads: is condemned, nor is it the isolated | 

_ “We next approach the problem of “.., ill treatment or deportation to crime perpetrated by the German Reich | 
the construction of CC Law 10, for slave labor or for any other purpose through its officers against a private _ 

whatever the scope of international of civilian population from occupied individual. 
common law may be, the power to territory.’ The legislative intent be- “It is significant that the enactment — 

enforce it in this case is defined and comes more manifest when we con- ‘employs the words ‘against any civi- 

limited by the terms of the juris- sider the provisions of the Charter lian population’ instead of ‘against any | 

dictional act. | and of CC Law 10 which deal with civilian individual.’ The provision is _ 
“The first penal provision of Con- crime against humanity.” | directed against offenses and inhumane 

trol Council Law No. 10, with which In interpreting Article VI of the acts and persecutions on_ political, 
we are concerned is as follows: Charter, which was made a part of racial, or religion grounds systemati- 

‘Article II, 1. — Each of the follow- CC Law No. 10 by Article I of the cally organized and conducted by or 

ing acts is recognized as a crime: latter and Article II, (1c) of CC Law with the approval of government.” 

... (b) War crimes. Atrocities or offen- No. 10 defining crimes against human- , | 

ses against persons or property con- ity the court said: I’ WILL SERVE a good purpose to 

stituting violations of the laws or “Article VI of the Charter defines point out that the Tribunal by con- 

customs of war, including but not crimes against humanity as follows: struction placed a limitation upon 

limited to, murder, ill treatment or ‘murder, extermination, enslavement, crime against humanity, which it re- 

deportation to slave labor or for any deportation, and other inhumane acis iterated and kept before it throughout 

other purpose, of civilian population committed against any civilian pop- the decision, namely, that the offenses, 

from occupied territory, murder or ill ulation, before or during the war; or inhumane acts and persecutions on 

treatment of prisoners of war or per- persecutions on political, racial or re- political, racial, or religious grounds — 

sons on the seas, killing of hostages, ligious grounds in execution of or in only criminal when the proof 

plunder of public or private property, connection with any crime within the further shows that they were “syste- 

wanton destruction of cities, towns, jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether matically organized and conducted by, 

or villages, or devastation not justified or not in violation of the domestic OF With the approval of government.” | 

by military necessity.’ law of the country where perpetrated.’ The court further states this con- 
“Here we observe the controlling “CC Law 10, Article II, 1(c) defines struction in other language as follows: 

effect of common international law as_ as criminal: ‘atrocities and offenses, “No defendant is specifically charg- 
such, for the statutes by which we including but not limited to murder, ©4 in the indictment with the murder 
are governed have adopted and in- extermination, enslavement, deportat- ©' abuse of any particular person. If - 
corporated the rules of international ion, imprisonment, torture, rape, or he were, the indictment would, no 

_ law as the rules by which war crimes other inhumane acts committed against doubt, have named the alleged victim. — 
are to be identified. any civilian population, or persecu- Simple murder and isolated instances 

“The scope of inquiry as to war tions on political, racial or religious Of atrocities do not constitute the gra- 
crimes is, of course, limited by the grounds whether or not in violation Vamen of the charge. Defendants are 

provisions, properly construed, of the of the domestic laws of the country charged with crimes of such immen-. 

Charter and CC Law 10. In this par- where perpetrated.’ _ sity that mere specific instances of 
ticular, the two enactments are in “Obviously, these sections are not Ciiminality appear insignificant by 
substantial harmony. Both indicate by  surplusage. They supplement the pre- C°™Parison. : 
inclusion and exclusion the intent that ceding sections on war crimes and “The charge, in brief, is that of con- 

the term ‘war crimes’ shall be em-  jnclude within their prohibition not scious participation in a nation-wide, 

ployed to cover acts in violation of only war crimes, but also acts not governmentally - organized system 

the laws and customs of war directed included within the preceding defin- Of cruelty and injustice, in violation 

against non-Germans, and shall not ition of war crimes. In place of atro- of the laws of war and of humanity, 

include atrocities committed by Ger- cities committed against civilians of and perpetrated in the name of law: 

mans against their own nationals. or in or from occupied territory these by the authority of the Ministry of 

“Tt will be observed that Article VI sections prohibit atrocities ‘against Justice, and through the instrumen- 
of the Charter enumerates as war any civilian population.’ Again, per- tality of the courts. The dagger of - 
crimes acts against prisoners of war, secutions on racial, religious, or po- the assassin was concealed beneath 
persons on the seas, hostages, wanton _ litical grounds are within our juris- the robe of the jurist.” . 
destruction of cities and the like, de- diction ‘whether or not in violation The prosecutions in the Justice Case’ 

vastation not justified by military of the domestic laws of the country discussed this issue extensively and. 

necessity, plunder of public or private where perpetrated.’ performed the further arduous task of: 
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applying the principle to the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt, one Press Ban Lifted 

before it. In our closing argument further ultimate fact; namely, that on 

we said: one occasion, the defendant acted as _the ban on the importation and 

“Tt is the position of the prosecution 4 Principal, or an accessory or aided ne mt ° he S sone of Soviet 

that it established beyond areasonable OF abetted a murder, an act of exter- by th OS be ue ons has been lifted 
doubt that each of these defendants mination, an enslavement, an impri- yes eputy Military Governor. 
who was a prosecutor or judge.... S0nment or an act of persecution, on In a letter to Maj. Gen. M, I. Drat- 

willingly sought or accepted, filled racial, political or religious grounds, vin, Maj. Gen. George P. Hays said 
and held his position throughout his OF that the defendant, on one occasion, he was: withdrawing the order for 

term, with full knowledge of the exi- took a consenting part in’ or was suspension on the assurance given by 

stence of a governmentally sponsored connected with a plan or enterprise Dratvin that steps were being taken 
plan and enterprise, design, intent and Which resulted in a murder, an act of to permit the free flow of inform- 
purpose, to murder, exterminate, en- extermination, an enslavement, an im- ation into the Soviet Zone. The Soviet 

slave, imprison and persecute human Pprisonment or an act of persecution official notified | General Hays that beings, including German residents, on ‘racial, political or religious the Soviet Military Administration 

civilians and nationals on racial, poli- grounds.” | wea mae me aaael in oon . | and that it hoped “in the near future 

Mit mowieage of a governmenaly DPTTING 1 ANOTHER way, the io comeet the situation 
sponsored plan and enterprise.... to prosecution acknow ledged tat The ban on distribution in the US 
create, operate and administer a legal the crime must contain in its elements 7 ,,6 was. ordered May 20 after the 

and judical system intended to be the fact that it was governmentally Of- US Information Control Division re- 
used to support, carry out, aid and ganized. However, this means, ae ported continuons interference with 
assist the aforesaid governmentally that since the plan or enterprise ' the distribution of US licensed public- 

sponsored plan and enterprise.” do the prohibited acts 4 Poe be ations in violation of ACA directive 55 
However, Att. IL 2. CC Law 10 racial, or religious grounds mus - which permits the unrestricted circul- 

oe re ' one which is governmentally spoM- ation of authorized printed matter in 
further defined the individual re- sored, the individual is guilty, if he 1, ones of occupation 
lationships of an individual defendant knowingly commits only one murder - 
to the crimes defined in Art. II, 1 (b) pursuant to the governmentally or- : 
and (c) ‘at least one of which had to ganized plan. I quote the argument Two Plays Not Listed 

be proved beyond a reasonable doubt made to the Tribunal on this point: ' Two American plays, Eugene 

oe oe tee ose .. “This does not mean, however, that O'Neill's “Anna Christie” and Bayard 
follows: the prosecution must show as against Veiller’s “The Trial of Mary Dugan", 

, any individual defendant that he, per- do not appear in the Information 
Any person without regard to na- sonally committed so many crimes Control Division’s list of postwar 

tionality or the capacity in which he that they prove a personal determi- American plays although they are 
acted, is deemed to have committed ation or plan to commit the crime being presented in Germany. 

thie Asticte Oe ne ne (a) o orincipel every time the opportunity arises, OT The rights for German performance 
in any overwhelming percentage of of these plays were sold before the 

OF (b) “ an accessory to the com- j:6s5, This is not the test. end of the war and the production 
mission of any such crime or aided - and collection of royalties are handled 
or abetted the same or (c) took a “Using murder as an example, the entirely by the German agents. 
consenting part therein or (d) was test 1s this: Did the defendan "on — 
connected with plans or enterprises ©” occasion, act as a principal er | . . 
involving its commission...” accessory, or take a consenting part Surprise Greets Ration 

Therefore, the prosecution, having in oF wes ne connected with . plan Announcement in Bavaria that 
pointed out that the crime against or enterprise, national in scope, lf not 185 grams of fat would be distributed 
humanity was limited to a govern- indeed governmental in character, to per head in the third ration period 
mentally “sponsored” or as the Tri- murder human beings on racial, poli- was greeted by Bavarian newspapers 

bunal more correctly held “organized” tical or religious grounds, on, which with great satisfaction, mixed with 

persecution, but also having in mind occasion a human being was in fact some incredulity. | , 
the last cited provision of CC Law 10 murdered? If so, he: had committed __ | 

and the necessity of connecting each 4 crime against humanity. “War of Nerves’ 
defendant with the crime in one of “The crime is personal to the de- In connection with the mounting ten- 

ee sationships set out in Art. i, x fendant. The purpose, plan or entel- gion in Berlin, the five US-controlled 

gued its case to the court thuswise: prise — to murder human beings on German language radio stations gave 

“In. order to establish the guilt of racial, political or religious grounds — frequent reports on the Communist 
any of the foregoing defendants of a is national in policy and scope.” “war of nerves and words,” emphasiz- 
Crime against humanity, it is only (Part III will appear in the next ing American firmness in the face of 
necessary to establish by the evidence issue of the Information Bulletin.) continued threats and _ pressures. 
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Marshall Plan-- Course of Law | 
Reproduced and Translated from HEUTE, Illustrated German-American Magazine y 

Why does it take so long?—so ask the Europeans who, teen European nations have devised a common program 

after the announcement of the European Recovery Pro- and announced the exact amounts of credits and goods — 

gram in the summer of the past year, anticipated the | which they require for their needs. America has examined — 

immediate end to their postwar hardships. Since then, these requests and its own resources closely. The report 

the burden of Europe has not become lighter; the political of the Harriman committee, which covered particularly 

tensions have increased. However, there is no cause for the European proposal, weathered the sharp and necessary 

giving up. One regrets in this case: that the legislative scrutiny by the public and the Congressional committees. 

course in the American democracy must first take time, Then the Senate and House of Representatives deliberated 

while totalitarian states “need only to press the button.” over and passed the bill, and the President signed it 

Despite this, the Russians’ counter proposal, the “Molo- into law. From the suggestion of the American Secretary — 

tov Plan,” has not so far fulfilled its noisy predictions, of State to the final approval of European assistance by 

whereas the Marshall Plan is on the sound road toward legislation of the United States is a long way—but it is _ 

realization. The preliminaries have been completed. Six- the way to the unity of Europe. ¥ 
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June 5 (1947): US Secretary of State July 2: Bevin, Bidault and Molotov July 12: Again in Paris, assembled the 
George C. Marshall, in a speech at Har- met in Paris. Molotov left the conference ambassadors of all European nations ex-— 

vard University, said the economic con- after 24 hours, declaring: The suggestion cept Spain and some states which could” 

dition of Europe was desperate and the of Marshall for voluntary cooperation not comply for obvious reasons. The 
current aid from America disappointing. from European nations meant inad- meeting was the first postwar parley 

He suggested that the nations of Europe  missable interference in internal affairs— without dissapointment, and therefore. 
draft a single plan and present their a procedure which the Soviet Union successful. With that, the committee of 

exact needs to America. particulary abhorred. the 16 nations went to work. j 
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Sept. 24: For more than two months the October: During the late summer and October: Simultaneously the President 

representatives of the 16 nations worked. autumn American experts:and Congress- summoned an investigating conference 
On Sept. 24, their report was delivered men visited Europe. They found that of industrial leaders. Could the United 

to Washington It listed Europe's needs, Austria, Italy and France needed help States help Europe recover without 

including a credit of about $22,000,000,000. before the Marshall Plan could operate. hurting its own economic development? 
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Nov. 8: The US secretary of commerce Nov. 17: At a special session of Con- Dec. 19: The proposal of Secretary 

W. Averell Harriman, presented his gress President Truman spoke of the Marshall, the plan of the 16 nations and 

teport to the President. Its tenor: The grave situation in Europe. Congress ap- the broad report of the survey group 
» requirements of the 16 nations constituted proved immediately the proposal for were brought before both houses of Con- 

a real necessity and the American econ- granting immediate aid to France, Italy gress with an urgent appeal from Presi- 
omy permitted their fulfillment. and Austria. dent Truman for enactment. 

Jan. 7: The President in his annual mes- 4 4es3 * 933 | 1050 | 19g) = March 1: The ERP bill was reported by 
sage to Congress said the US aim was iis ws SE = the Foreign Affairs Committee to the 
fo contribute to the building of a OS Se Senate. The committee of the House of 

peaceful and healthy world. papier Representatives also began perfecting its 
er draft. The hardest part towards its 

January: In heated debate the pros and Beton a oo enactment had been overcome. 
cons of the plan were weighed publicly. eee a . — 

But the proviso that Europe must cooper- jute — 
ate generally carried the argument. Pe oO April 1: The Marshall Plan was passed 
pe CC ~COCé#wby’ Congress. With the signature of the 

= gE —. g ee _  . President, the bili became law. After 

HEUTE (meaning “Today’) 1s . ’- = =~ ~—sratification there remained the voting of 
an official magazine of US Mil- i. : oo oF _ required funds. Then the goods and 
itary Government in Germany. - = : supplies _ would begin to pour into 

oe | 8. = Europe. Within three months, the Euro- 

h ae 5 Sete 2 we... ee through the complex legislative machinery 
ow the magazine is informing Se /~lmlmrt—OCO 3 of the United States. 

the Germans of the American ee ee oe : 
way of life and democractic (st MCE a i 
process. The translation is liberal es A & SHES The course to the final ratification of 

and condensed. Feb. 12: In a speech in Des Moines, a law in the American democracy is a 

The drawings are by Erich Iowa, Secretary Marshal] showed that the lengthy process, which was made more 
Haase of the HEUTE staff. ERP would be significant to the future difficult this year because of the pre- 

of the world. liminaries of the Presidential election. 
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Medical Licensing Trade Union Library Reopened — 
Powers Are Curbed a ——— 

OMG Wuerttemberg-Baden has in- §& = —- .s 2 " 

structed the Wuerttemberg-Baden In- —— Gg . ‘ 

terior Ministry to take over “govern- : \ | .- , ~) 4 

mental authority or powers” presently | Po 4 " _ oe Cx 4 
exercised by medical and para-medi- | . SP  . 7) 
cal associations and to otherwise pre- | 4 ee a. - 7 
vent these associations from continu- . _ s 3 he _ » a a 

ing to exercise such powers, — o ~ - : ~ a7 iE : % . - a . \ 4 

In a letter to Interior Minister Fritz | 4 oo I ae Ok: 3 

Ulrich, it was pointed out that medical, : ee - -. Le E 
dental, veterinarian and similar asso- | — oS . . —- =|  . aq 
ciations have been exercising licens- | -_ ia / ... FF - oF 
ing powers and requiring all members _ a . — 8 _ : oS - “  _ a 
of each profession to be members of |  -F# -~_ — S - 4 
the appropriate association. These | ge oe ce = — _. : a — 5 

associations also have been running Pe ee 4 
their own professional courts and re- Examining books at reopened trade union library in Stuttgart. 4 

straining the right of the individual (FOL OMG Wa 4 

doctor to choose his place of practice The Wuerttemberg-Baden trade Germany we were very glad to find 
by means of the association's power of union library, closed by the Nazis in that the ideas and ideals we had ‘ 
granting settlement licenses. 1933, was formally reopened and re-  jdentified with the best of German 

A sub-association of the powerful dedicated recently in Stuttgart. culture, civilization and democracy ~ 

chamber of physicians has also been Harvey M. Coverley, acting deputy had not died out. A large number of 

the agency appointing physicians to director of OMG Wuerttemberg-Ba- former trade unionists were among 
insure panel practice positions, with den, reminded the trade union offi- those who tenaciously held on to 
the exception of specialists and hospi- cials that no freedom was more pre-  thoge concepts,” he added. j 

tal siete. Rew ‘physicians earn a living eee than: freedom of the Dress: Marcus Schleicher, president of the ~ 
without benefit of the panel practice Though the Nazis knew they 5 federation, cot 

privilege. couldn't destroy the idea of freedom state trade ‘union’ feder : 4 
; -c, mated that between 15,000,000 and © 

Such exercise of authority, normally 494 decency by burning the books; 20,000,000 books from the German 
controlled by the government in most ‘hey did know that by suppressing t 1d aes libraries alone Wen 
countries, is not in accordance with ll but Nazi propaganda literature the a ec - ‘a iis Nisis 4 
Military Government policy as ex- SU‘Vival of these ideas and ideals nee Y i i 
pressed in MGR Title 11-110, BICO/ would be difficult," Mr. Coverley Though these 1,000 volumes, i 

Memo (48) 13 and MG Law 56, the aid. of which are a gift-of ‘the: Swiss) voll 
letter pointed out. “Deliberately the Nazis plunged only a smal] fraction of the 1933 cola 

Among those societies, organizations Gomany.Wniasa, new cultural Derk era mney are beg 4 
2 oe : Ages. When we Americans came into Schleicher said. 4 

and subordinate organizations which 4 
were affected by this OMGWB im- a : 

plementation are those made up of z 4 

physicians, surgeons, surgeon dentists, Bizonal Group Decentralizes Controls a 
dentists, veterinarians, nurses, mid- 
wives, faith healers, dental, laboratory To spur economic revival, the Bi- bership in any trade association. @ 

and X-ray technicians, masseurs, opto- 20nal Departments for Economics and In the case of allocations of mate- 

metrists, medical social workers, for Food, Agriculture and Forestry rials to be imported, the importer will 

pharmacists, meat inspectors and have been instructed to decentralize apply directly to JEIA for an import — 

sanitary inspectors. economic controls. license, furnishing a copy of his cer 

gett Industry groups will be given author- _tificate of allocation. To guard against — 

ity to sub-allocate materials in short violations of MG policy with respect © 

Penicillin for Germans supply to individual manufacturers. to trade associations, which is de- 
An agreement has been reached Such sub-allocations, to be based on _ signed to prevent cartel practices, the 

with US Army hospitals to ship peni- the over-all allocations to the entire departments will assign a resident 

cillin that is outdated, but still main- industry concerned, must be made to official to each industry group, with — 

tains its effective potency, to the all manufacturers without discrimina- authority to reverse decisions. MG - 

Weinheim Medical Depot for Ger- tion in proportion to their standing in representatives also will guard against © 

man use. the industry, but regardless of mem- abuses. ‘ a 
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simular High-Level Committees Expected To Be Named by British 

And French To Formulate Procedure for Creating the New Setup 

UNITED STATES Committee The US committee is expected mittee within the organizational 

A was designated by the US Mili- to work in close collaboration structure of US Military Government 
tary Governor to formulate plans in with its British and French counter- as hereinafter provided. 

icipati izati i in developin | anticipation of the reorganization ol parts, when appointed, in dev pu g 3. Implementation of a logistic char- 

Military Government on a tripartite reorganization plans for the entire 
; . ; eqs acter where required of the United basis as a Step toward the implement- structure of Allied Military Govern- 

. - . ; ; States will be accomplished by the ation of the decisions of the six- ment in western Germany, including _ 
. mt E i appropriate military posts of the power conference in London. such agencies as the Joint Export- a | 

‘partite Control Furopean Command guided by the It is expected that similar high- Import Agency, the Bipartite Contro oo _ 
the stat ilitar directives of the chairman of the 

level groups will be designated by Office, as well as the state m Y committee, | 
the British and French military gover- governments, Plans thus developed 
nors to work in close collaboration When approved by the three military ype JURISDICTION of the com- 
with the US Committee, The plans governors will be promptly im- mittee was given as: 
formulated by these groups will be Plemented by the US Committee In J. within the framework of US Mili- 
submitted to the three military gover- Close collaboration with its British tary Government, the decision of the 
nors for approval. and French counterparts. committee with respect to any or- 

The future structure of Tripartite J. Anthony Panuch, the special ad- ganizational matter of unilateral con- 
Military Government in the three viser to the US Military Governor, cern or of predominately US interest 
western zones of Germany will is chairman of the committee which or character shall be conclusive un- 
depend to a large extent on the’ consists of Jack Bennett, finance ad- less appealed to the Military Gover- 
powers reserved by the Allies under viser; Lawrence Wilkinson, economic nor by the Deputy Military Governor, 
the Occupation Statute to be pro- adviser; E. A. Litchfield, director, or the US chairman of BICO, or by 
mulgated by the three military gover- Civil Administration Division, and the director general of JEIA within 
nors after consultation with German James L. Sundquist, control officer, three days from the entry of such 
officials. ' all of OMGUS. decision by the committee. 

it is expected that, subject to the Mr. Panuch is currently acting 9, Final decisions of the Committee 
controls specifically reserved by the with Maj. Gen. Neville Brownjohn, hall be implemented in OMGUS 
London Conference, the maximum deputy UK military governor, as co- and the state military governments 
possible power will be delegated to chairman of the US/UK Committee by the Deputy Military ‘Governor 

the German authorities — to enab le on Bipartite and Bizonal Reorgani- through channels or otherwise as 
them to organize a sound foundation zation, which supervised the present appropriate. Notice of final deter- 
for their economy and political a organization of the German and bi- minations of the committee shall be 

nae he Meey Sees : am partite agencies at Frankfurt. disseminated through existing facil- 
asis for the eventual political an ; ities of OMGUS with such distri- economic unity of the whole of ve MISSION of the US Committee butt the chairman of th 

was cited in the General Order as: won as the chairman of the com- Germany. 
mittee may determine. 

The US Committee established by 1.1 | . . 
eIn matters of tripartite concern, , . . 

General Order No. 58, dated June 19, P ‘ointl 3. As used in this directive and for 
. such plans shall be approved jointly th f the c ittee’s mis- 

's granted complete authority for the by the military governors for Ger- ne pumpose © te comm) ees . 
planning and execution of reorgani- many of the United States, the United se ih ° term bipartite Or mult 
zation measures affecting the struc- King dom and France; when so ap- Partite’’ agencies shall include the 
ture of Military Government in the . .; mol ,.  Bipartite Control Office (BICO), 

j proved such pians will be implemen Alli Banki C wo. ABC 
United States Area of Control in . as llied Banking Commission ( ), 

ed by the committee in conjuction the Ruhr Authorit US/UK Coal 
Germany, subject only to the control , | i. e r utnority, 

' with the duly authorized represen Joi Export I 
of the US Military Governor ase Control Group, Joint Export Import 

—_ atives of the military governors for Agency (JEIA), Joint Foreign Ex- 
It is designated as the exclusive Germany of the United Kingdom and change Agency (JFEA), or the suc- 

agency’” of the US Military Governor France, by appropriate reorganization — cessor of any of them, the direc- 

for “the “development, formulation of existing bipartite or multipartite torates of the Allied Control Council and coordination of any and allplans agencies i. - 
ee J etc.; the term “US Military Govern- for the uniform organization and . 

_ Operation of Tripartite Military 2.In matters of unilateral concern, ment’ shall include all elements of 
Government of western Germany ... such plans when approved by the CINCEUR, OMGUS, the siate military 
and the appropriate implementation Military Governor for Germany (US) governments for Bavaria, Hesse, 
Of such plans when approved." shall be implemented by the com- Wuerttemberg-Baden and Bremen, the 
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US Sector of the City of Berlin, the 

US elements of BICO, JEIA, and ABC. Huge Bomb Found CSU Keep s Power 
The method of operation was A 1,000-pound bomb, dropped In Spite of Setbacks 

given as: during a» World War II air The Bavarian state government has 

1. The chairman in consultation with raid, was unearthed recently no intention of dissolving the legis- 

the committee shall establish its by a bulldozer used in prepar- lature and cabinet as a result of the 

procedures and rules of conduct, ex- ing a sports field adjoining Christian Social Union losses in the 

cept that no member of the commit- the CCG Club in Kiel, British | recent elections, Minister President 
tee will be permitted to act through Zone. The bomb was rendered Hans Ehard told a meeting of the le- 

an alternate or deputy. He shall fix harmless by a civilian bomb ex- gislature. 
the time and place of its meetings. pert of the Control Commission Replying to requests of the Social 

The committee may request the ap- for Germany (British Element). Democratic Party, Ehard said he did 

pearance before it of any US Mili- The same bulldozer later struck not see any reason for a dissolution 

tary Government personnel, whose a 100-pound phosphorous bomb since local elections could not be 

testimony or views it deems nec- which immediately burst into considered to reflect the political — 

cessary or desirable in connection flames and burned itself out. desires of the State. | 

with the accomplishment of its Official results of the Bavarian mu- 

mission. | | OO niipal elections, held on April 25 in 
‘When functioning in executive small communities and on May 30 in 

aswnen the committee, shall act GYA Plan succeeds the cities, showed the government 

through its chairman or its executive Because of the efforts of the wife party, the Christian Social Union, as 
secretary. of a US Army officer, German child- we weit te political organization 

ren i ‘ espite its losses. | 

3. The Control Office, OMGUS, shall a ranma haut . : an ee al It obtained 37.7 percent of the votes 

act as the staff agency of the com-  Wuerttembura-Bad indi : cast, but lost the clear majority which 
mittee and shall be exclusively nena ee aes On it had won in the 1946 elections and 
responsible to it for the purposes of @ lot about American children in the hich it still retains in the state leg- 
effecting coordination and implemen- ‘Same grades in the Peabody School of islature. 

tation within OMGUS, and between Little Rock, Ark. Out of the 5,376,282 eligible voters, 
OMGUS and the US elements of Mrs. Raymond Darrh, wife of @ 4,564,963 or 84.9 percent voted, with . 
BICO, JEIA and ABC of all tripartite major in the Constabulary unit sta- 281,863 ballots declared invalid. The 

organization matters. tioned there, interested the Little Rock remaining 4,283,100 ballots, comptis- 

4, The Civil Administration Division, school students in sending badly- ing 164,969,215 votes (one each for 

OMGUS, shall act as the staff needed school supplies to German each assembly seat) were distributed. 

agency of the committee with respect school children in Schwaebisch Hall. 8 follows: 
to achieving proper coordination in When she received a supply of pen- CSU, 62,291,412, (37.7. percent); 
all matters of German governmental . . Social Democratic party, 39,060,601 

a cils, pads and crayons contributed by . . 

reorganization which may be pert- the Little Rock school children, she (23.7 percent); Bavarian party, 
inent to the committee's mission. 14,364,915 (8.7 percent), Free Demo- 

5. The Chief of Staff, OMGUS, and Willian o Senry, vctribe “hem, cats Bey ei eee on pene ° ' ' illiam B. Henry, distributed them. Communist party, 7,567,017 (4.6 per- 

the US chairman, BICO, are hereby The German children wrote and thank- cent); Economic Reconstruction party, 

charged with the duty of providing eq the American children. This has 2,726,052 (1.7 percent); German bloc, 
the committee with such administra- resulted in an exchange of correspon- 704,714 (0.4 percent); Refugee lists, 

hive services and logistic Support as dence, according to Lt. Henry. 20,237,030 (12.3 percent); other vot- 
the chairman of the committee may, ér’s association, 9,535,478 (5,8 per- 

from time to time, determine to be -_— cent). — ICD's News of Germany. 

necessary or appropriate. | 
Allotments to German Economy -__OO 

a The German Bizonal Department of US Progress Described 

Permanent Chart Exhibition Economics allocated between Jan. 1,_ A Stuttgart magazine, Universitas, 

| Plans for the establishment of a per- eo oon April 30, 1948 more than issued a special edition presenting a 
manent chart exhibition of bizonal 900,000 pieces of US Army surplus survey of scientific and cultural pro- 

statistical information were an- Cl0thing and footwear, more than gress in the United States during the 
nounced by the Bipartite Control 900,000 yards of wool and cotton tex- last decade. The issue included ar- 

Office, The chart room, located in tile materials, 430 metric tons ofrubber ticles on “Sociology since 1937,” “The 

the Headquarters Building, . Frank- SCT@P, and miscellaneous itemsinclud- Present State of American Archeo- 

furt, will display the latest statistical img approximately 9,000,000 pounds logy,” “Recent Developments in Ame- - 

information on the economic recovery Of soap, 74,000,000 boxes of matches, rican Literature,” “Recent Develop- . 
of the Bizonal Area in attractive ~ 1,500 typewriters and 100,000 canvas ments in.American Medicine,” and — 

graph and chart form. cots. | “Advances in American Physics.” 
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Numerous Previously-Scarce Articles Appear in Frankfurt Shops, 
Pushcart Vendors Are Licensed, Six Taxicabs Go Into Business 

Co eae GOODS appeared in and fruit in the public markets and was that dairies started delivering the 

the shops of Frankfurt as if by grocery stores had reduced the de- milk ration to the kitchen door. 

magic, obviously from under the coun- mand for imported dried fruits. Likewise, for the first time in five 
ters during the first few days after About 20 percent of his customers years, the customer was again “al- 
the initiating of currency reform on  <aiq they did not intend to buy their ways right,” and there was a buyers’ 
June 18. Express deliveries by whole- ations of dried fruit because fresh market. But there was no great rush 

salers and manufacturers increased the cherries and berries were preferred at “to buy. Persons who had lost their 

amount of goods on the market as the i Imported savings twice in a lifeti ffed at 
first week of the introduction of the then free enateSt Pere hs B o ; ee eS 

prunes on the ration retailed for admonitions to save, but they seemed 
new Deutsche mark progressed. i : 4 

; DM 0.80 for 18 ounces, while the same determined to hold on to their money 
Scores of pushcart vendors, licensed for lower (prices, 

by the city with amazing rapidity, 20 4 2 $ 

hawked everything from cheap hand Oo . - - Aa GeupPY. shoe FORBU PE wie for 
mirrors and combs to table-tennis _ - — oo . years had refused any order without 
balls.  . : a S a a an advance payment of two to five 

Six taxicabs and three one-horse - : Lo cigarettes plus RM for poor quality 

shays buttonholed prospects in front . : — ~~ half-soles on four-week delivery, 
of the main railroad station—the first | 3 - oo . nearly fell over himself to serve all 

public cabs for German civilians since a | _ __ customers in eight days—ladies’ rub- 

the war. ce | Po co ber heels at DM 2, men's at DM 2.50, 

rooms with ease for DM 7 a day. _ «& & _ A woman keeper of a soap shop, 

Window shoppers had seen nothing ff = = A 7 © who used to sell grudgingly one box 
like it for four years. The goods dis- - .  —S—séi—sés=C*iC(‘ié-‘mattches =per customer with the 

played were almost exclusively those ; > - cc _____ monthly soap ration, now high-press- 
which had been decontrolled the day ee Pg _ | ured a buyer to take a package of 

before currency reform was declared fey gg 10 boxes. “No thanks,” said the 

—kitchen utensils of metal, glassand = _ F customer, “one box (DM 0.04) is all I 
wood; household glass, porcelain and — ee oo 8 S want.” 

earthenware; hardware .and fittings; a - 4a 2 4 on _ : A bicycle dealer, who did repair 

eather goods except footwear; house- ggg _ -— work only before currency reform, had 

hold electrical appliances; lamps. fix- - _ sold 11 bicycles for the new Deutsche 
tures and fittings; tadios, tubes and _. = E mark on June 21s 

spare parts; bicycles, tires and spare ™ eo 

parts; fresh vegetables, cherries and re oR Many suburban ‘strest cats bad iaye 
berries: German civilian exchanges 60 old polite conductors per car, one advanc- 

Footwear was displayed and priced StS 108 a new, mafis at the Kemp: ing on, ‘the passengers (Oma aang 

but not for sale until leather shoe see building; tn. Hamborn pee a 00 bessure, thet everyone tata 
5 uisburg in the Ruhr, British Zone.  ;,,¢% 

coupons are issued in July at the rate (photo by Byers, JEIA) a sa 

of two points per ration-card holder Hows: look, said & wees pase 

aa month. Cotton and rayon textiles amount of fresh sweet cherries cost ee Paiste Ay 

garments also were displayed and pny 9.45 and of fresh red currents ye 
priced, but not to be sold in advance py¥ «5, “Sorry ma’m," the conductor re- 

of the July issue of points. plied, ‘‘we never had time to check 

However, absent from shops were Te MANAGER ALSO said that his before, nor to give information."’ 

electric light bulbs, stockings and sales of imported powdered milk Streetcars were crowded only dur- 

socks which everyone needed. had declined because he had been  jng rush hours. At no time did passen- 

There was a glut of vegetables, but able to sell all his customers their full gers hang on in clusters like grapes 

there were no large stocks behind the ration of fluid skimmed milk for the ona vine. The service had not been 

glamorous window displays. first time since the war. The farmers increased, but persons who previously 

The manager of a cooperative retail were delivering about three times rode five or six blocks now walked to 

grocery store near Offenbach said the their previous amounts of milk, he save the DM 0.20 fare (six fares for 

sudden appearance of fresh vegetables said. The wonder to the housewives DM 1). The municipal street car com- 
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pany reported a 50 percent drop in The uneconomic phenomenon of 
revenue. From Stuttgart came the re- This digest of reports published thousands of city dwellers scrambling 
Oh the soot was 80 eecent doub in the German newspapers of out into the country to barter for a 

ice end — un - eee ° € reticence to sp undoubt Frankfurt and vicinity the first few pounds of food had ended ab- 
edly caused by the fact that no week (J 20—26) of th ruptly 

une 2U-— oO e curren- ye : 
person had more than DM 40 of the ‘ ; t G 
new money during the first week- cy reform in western Germany State and municipal theaters and 

affected primarily luxury goods and | WS Prepared by the Reports & operas sought subsidies in order to 

services, rail and road transportation, Statistics Branch, Frankiurt Lia- continue playing. In Munich, with a 
theaters, concerts, newspapers, book ison Office of the Manpower population of more than 700,000, one 
publishers and holiday resorts. Division, OMGUS. All statements single ticket was sold for a philhar- 

Trains, heretofore jammed to the and conclusions quoted in the | monic concert. The movie theaters 

couplings, had seats for all. The serv- article are those of Germans. alone did reasonable business at the 

ice, likewise, was being curtailed. | old prices. 

Removal of Controls Fails to Affect Frankfurt Price 
Prices of consumer goods in Frankfurt from which price controls had been removed with the introduction of currency 

reform, remained generally the same in new Deutsche marks as the legal prices had been in old marks when the 

articles were controlled. The effect of currency reform has been to make these articles generally available in the 

shops, whereas previously they were difficult to obtain in a legitimate manner. 

The following list of prices was com- 
. Statisti Garments Razor blade, double edge, good .. ._ 0.09 

piled by the Reports and Statistics (Textile points issued in July at rate of 20 per Safety razor, cheap steel . . . . . . 1.00 
Branch, Manpower Division, OMGUS, person per month. Leather shoe points at rate Safety razor, chrom steel . ... . . 2.50 

of two per person per month.) DM Old fashioned razor . . . . 2. 6.50 
after a survey of retail shops on the Men's two-piece flannel suit (115 points) 101.00 Manicure scissors... oe ek we «650 

principal shopping streets of Frankfurt Shirts, men’s rayon cheap (22 points) . 13.90 Manicure set, leather case . . 12.50—23.00 
. . tI 92-25 Blouse, ladies’ rayon, (10 points) . . . 15.00 Fitted set, leather, small . . . . . . 19,50 

during the four days of June 22-20. Dress, girl's rayon summer (22 points) . 55.00 Toothpaste, medium sized tube. . . . 0.85 
. . . Collar, men's celluloid . ..... . 41.50 Toothbrush ........... %%F45 

The prices are given in the new Gloves, men’s leather unlined . . . . 12.50 ace cream, tube, small . .... . 0.70 
Deutsche mark, which has an estab- Shoes, men's leather oxford (8 points) . 23.50 Comb, pocket ......... . 0.45 

, ive rate of 30 US cents. Shoes, ladies leather oxford (8 points) . 21.50 Ladies’ comb. .......... #225 | 
lished comparat . . Shoes, children's leather oxford (6 points) 10.50 Ladies' side comb. ........ 0.75 
There are 100 pfennige in one mark. — shoes, infant's leather booties (4 points) 4.50 Nail brush 2... 1... . 1. O75), 
Qualitatively all articles are below Shoes, ladies cloth, leather soles . . . 12.50 Leather Goods DM 

Wool blanket, 78X58 inches (90 points) 43.50 . 
US standards, F f ladies, dyed rabbit 420.09  cadies' handbags, small, leather . . . 14.00 ur coat, ladies, dyed rabbit. . .. . , Ladies’ handbag, large, boxcalf. . . . 53.00 

Billfold . ........ . . . . 5,00 
Kitchen Utensils Change purse ......... . 4,50 

Fresh Vegetables DM (Alloy metal goods are aluminium scrap from Wristwatch strap ........ . 1.50 

Carrots, young, small, bunch of 10 . . 0.20 . airplanes, etc.) DM Fitted Suitcase, em es soe oo | 
, + i ch... . 0.25 ' uitcase, cowhide, in... wu. . 

Kohlrabi, tennis-ball ‘size, eac 1.77 Teaspoon, alloy metal . . . . . . . 040 Briefcase, one compartment . .. . . 10.00 
Tomatoes, red Italian, 18 oz... . . . . Teaspoon, glass ....... . . 0.25 Cigarette case eg 

Tomatoes, red Dutch, 18 oz. . . . . 1.95 Fork, dessert. . . ...... ©. 1,00 . 

Asparagus, 18 0z.. . . . . - + + + 190 Bread knife, 6 in. saw blade. . . . . 3.00 Miscellaneous DM 
Lettuce per head . . . . . - - - + 0,10 Butcher knife, Ain. blade. . .. . . 3.50 Scrubbing brush, 6 in, artificial bristles 0.65 . 
Peas, young in pods, 18 oz. . . . . . 0.25 Frying pan, alloy, 9 in. with handle. . 5.75 Rowing needles, a assore a folder . OM 

18 0z.. .. . . 0.10 | utton, glass, small shirtbutton size. . 0. 
creens mangole tops OZ 150 Saucepan, alloy, no handle, 2qts. . . 5.09 Button, wood, men's jacket size . . . 0.10 
auliflower, large. . . 2. 2. «© © «© + 15 Saucepan, alloy, 2 side handles, 2 qts. . 9.00 Bicycle, cheap ...... . . . . 140.00 

Potatoes, new, 18 0z, . . «© «. . . ~ Ol Pitcher, earthenware, 1 qt. . ... . 6.10 Tire, bicycle casing ... . . . . 7.50 

Coffee pot, porcelain. . .. ... . . 5.50 Tube, bicycle . . . . ee ee. . . 3.000 | 
Wine DM Mixing bowl, earthenware, 1 qt. . . . 2.30 Automobile, Opel Olympia, 4 passenger 5,995.00 

White Johannisberger, 1944, bottle . . 7.50 The average male manual worker 
Champagne, Feist, bottle, incl. DM 3 tax. 10.00 . Electrical Goods DM : . . . f 

Iron, smfall, household, without cord . . 11.50 in the manufacturing industries 0 

Household Porcelain, Glass, Earthenware Iron, standard, without cord . . . . . 18.50 Hesse in March earned a net DM 0.85 
DM Cord, 4 ft. rubberized with plugs . . . 6.00 an hour after deductions from gross 

Cup and saucer, china Rosenthal . . . 4.50 Water heater, 1 qt. . . . . . . . . 34.00 . f tax social in- 
Dinner plate, same ........ 3.85 Toaster, ordinary ...... . . . 24.00 earnings tor wage taxes, socia 

Soup plate, same ........ . 3.85  Percolator, 8 cups. ...... .. . 45.00 surance and church tax. At that rate, ~ 
Serving plate, Same ....... . 7,00 Stove, enameled, 2 burners » . « « + 130.00 it would require all the net earnings 

Tea service, glazed earthenware . . . 31.00 Radio tube. . . . . 2. 1...) 8.50 
Dinner service, white porcelain, 24 pieces 50,00 Radio, small table model . . . . . . 230.00 Of a worker for three years to pay for 
Water glass, plain, 1 pt... .. . . 1.20 Radio, large table model . . . . . . 800.00 the automobile listed above. The aver- 
Liqueur glass, etched band, short stem 2.90 Lamp, small bedside, metal, paper shade. 10.60 . 
Water glass, same ........ 3.90 Motor, 0.27 hp., 1,400 rev. per min. . . 115.00 age net earnings per man under the 
Butter dish, glass with cover. . . . . 0.60 Motor, 0.70 hp., 2,800 rev. per min. . . 125.00 Currency reform and recent authorized | 
Coat hanger with bar ...... . 0.27 i - 
Alarm clock, traveling, leather case . . 36.00 Toilet Articles DM pay increases have not yet been com 

Alarm clock, ordinary, small. . . . . 6.00 Razor blade, double edge, cheap . . . 0.05 puted. 
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Improvement, New Structures Handicapped by Insufficient Coal 

For Producing Building Materials, and by Lack of Centralized Plans 

Yee IN HOUSING con- the US Zone as compared with allo- ing project and building cooperatives, 
ditions and construction of new cations made during 1946. Thus, in (2) small farm settlements and garden 

dwelling units in the US Zone have Wuerttemberg-Baden, the allocation dwellings, (3) entry permits and per- 

been greatly handicapped by insuffi- of roofing paper was reduced by mits to establish residence, (4) housing 
cient allocations of coal for production 80 percent, cement and soft lumber by for politically incriminated persons, 

of building materials, often by their 61 percent, bricks by 52 percent, and = and (5) tenancy law concerning joint 

ineffective utilization and misuse, and other products by somewhat lower apartments. 

by lack of centralized planning and percentages. a . In an effort to effect a fuller utiliza- 
control. In addition, the building con- The only significant mee OC- tion of existing housing facilities, 

struction industry was badly hindered curred in the allocation of steel pro- special investigating or “flying” hous- 

by lack of both skilled and unskilled ducts, which was 84 percone greater ing committees, as they are called, 

help. than in 1946, and a sma. MCTEASe O have been established in Bavaria. 
In the face of these difficulties, a‘ live percent was made in the alloca- those committees appear unexpect- 

general tendency has developed to tion of building plates. edly in a locality and conduct a 
concentrate efforts.on improvement De THE LACK of centralized house-to-house check of housing oc- 
of housing conditions in the areas planning, the zone Council of cupancy. A large number of un- 
where vital industries are located and States main committee on housing occupied rooms, and in some instances 
where the need for additional living has recommended that legislation be even apartments, have ‘been un- 
space has been most acute. enacted to cover (1) non-profit hous- covered in several cities and towns 

As the first large scale housing 

project in the US Zone, construction | 

was Degun in Bavaria in April, 1947, | Housing Space in Use, Capable of Use and Capable 
on two large settlements for the ac- | 
commodation of industrial workers. of Repair in US Zone 

One settlement, comprising 250 com- 
pact apartments, was designed for (in thousands) 

workers of a large chemical plant, / Increase or decrease 
and another, comprising 500 apart- tem oe ee ! 
ments, for workers of a large iron- ° Number | Percent 
works plant. Most of the apartments . , . 
have a floor space of 54 square yards Population (Estimated) . 16,713 17,327 + 614 | + 3.7 

. . N 1 and ble housing space use and consist of three rooms, kitchen, for living purposes by German population | 
and bath. No. of rooms 9,907 10,694 | + 787 | + 7.9 

. | , No. of t 106,327 | 119,930 | + 13,603 | + 12.8 Following the recommendations No ot square wiotone per room 10.7 12 | 
made by the bizonal working party No. of persons per room | 1.7 160 | | 

on miners’ housing, an increased No. of square meters per person | 6.4 7.0 | 

allotment of coal for the production Normal housing space used for other than | 

of building materials for Ruhr miners’ living ee 470 507 | + 37 | + 7.9 , , . No. housing was approved by the Bipartite No. at square metres 5,048 5,798 | + 750 |+ 14.9 
Economic Control Group, .and an | 
Initial monthly allocation of 20,000 Reparable housing space used for other | 

. than living purposes | . 
Metric tons was made for July and No. of rooms 336 179 |— 157 |— 46.7 
August, 1947, which amount neverthe- No. of square meters 3,875 2,085 |— 1,790 |— 46.2 

less was 8,000 tons below the work- No. of persons living in other than normal | 
ing party’s recommendation. The or reparable housing space 199 197 — 2 — 1.0 

timber allocations have likewise been “Ye of total population 12 ni 
reduced to somewhat above one-half No. of rooms converted into normal hous- . 

of the stated requirements ing space during the Yess | ™ 
In % of number of rooms used for living . 

Allocations of building materials purposes end Sep 1947 1.0 
during 1947 for housing purposes * Figures not available. 
were greatly reduced in all states of | 
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Housing Situat . | Typewriter Output 
ousing ituation, Cities over 30,000 Hits 2.000 Monthly 

Pop ulation US Zone , | Current production of the Bizonal 

) Area typewriter industry has risen to 

_| Number of dwellings | Increase or decrease 2,000 machines monthly, according to 

tte Dec 46 Dec 47 Number Pe rcent the Bipartite Commerce & Industry — 

Group. Total production for 1948 is | 

Occupied, repair necessary 356,023 : 334,921 | —21,102 | — 5.9 estimated at from 20,000 to 30,000 
Occupied, no repair necessary 779,689 | 823,776 44,087 5.7 finished machines. Bipartite officials — 
Unoccupied reparable 99,335 86,094 | —13,241 | —13.3 said this figure can be doubled easily 
Total available for civil use 1,100,740 1,129,043 28,303 2.6 | ‘during 1949, The greatest obstacle to 
Dwellings occupied by US Forces 34,972 29,654 5,318 15.2 . oo, 
Percent of total available 31 26 e manufacture today is a scarcity of 

Dwellings occupied by DP’s 12,109 11,588 | — 521 | —43 skilled labor. | 
Percent of total available 1.1 | - 1.0 | All the typewriters produced this 

| | , . year will be allocated by the German | | 

Department for Economics to German 
in Bavaria which previously were applications for building licenses firms and public offices to alleviate — 

reported so overcrowded that no ad- mainly to make certain that the their pressing needs. Many factories 

ditional persons could be housed amount of materials called for by the and public agencies are operating with 
there. licenses granted does not exceed the far fewer machines than the necessary _ 

FIELD INVESTICATION of Ger- total amount allocated to a community, minimum for efficient office function- 

A man controls over production and and also that some sort of a priority ing, bipartite officials pointed out. 

distribution of building materials in system is observed. Prior to the war the German type- 

Wuerttemberg-Baden undertaken by As a result, a disproportionately writer industry, 16 percent of which 

Military Government in September, large number of licenses is granted was situated in the area now compris- 

_ 1947, revealed that only one-third of for construction of butcher shops, jing the US Zone and the remainder 
the total supply of building materials bakeries, and similar enterprises. jn the Soviet Zone, made 500,000 ma- 
is produced through the use of coal Hardly any materials are allocated ines yearly. Since bizonal fusion, 

duly allocated by bizonal agencies. >Y individual communities to wor- however, two new factories have 

Another hed i produced houah eee of agente tos eter tel pert a the Hamburg an 
the use of coal obtained unofficially, non the cause of labor shortage Wilhelmshaven areas of the British 
and the remaining third of the total | _ Zone. 

supply is derived from compensation “4 great deal of confusion and over- Next year it is expected there will 
bartering of building materials. Thus lapping in jurisdiction often exists in pe some typewriters for export. Be- 
only one-third of the total supply of the issuance of building permits. cause of the relatively small amounts 
building materials in Wuerttemberg- The housing situation in the US Of materials required, this commodity 

Baden is subject to control by the Zone Jeaves much room for improve- has a high export value. 

state administration. ment. With an acute need for ad- ——_——_——_ 
Approximately 80 percent of the ditional housing on the one hand, and | 

legitimate production of building a shortage of building materials and Bank Officials Approved 
materials in Wuerttemberg-Baden is skilled construction labor on the The tripartite Allied) Bank Com- 

under the jurisdiction of the Interior other, there is a pressing need for mission has confirmed the election of 

Ministry, which allocates it to the a coordinated, if not centralized, con- the three top-ranking officials of the 

counties, to the seven heavily-bombed trol of housing activities and for a Bank of the German States (Bank 
cities, and the schools, hospitals, and stricter supervision of the distribution Deutscher Laender). 

institutions. and utilization of building materials Karl Georg Bernard of the Frank- 

Allocations to counties and cities >Y German agencies. furter Hypothekenbank was elected 

are based upon the degree of bomb Lack of adequate housing for in- chairman of the board of Oe 

damage, intake of refugees, and pre- dustrial workers has been one of the Wilhelm Vocke, former Reicnspane 
sent population. The final disposition main reasons for the labor supply Wither Ke octee ee of 

of materials is decided by each in- problem in many vital industries, a the State C, tral Be eof Tee eas 

dividual counties and by each city fact which has in turn contributed See ee wesident . «eg chosen vice president. | 
on a system of its own priorities. greatly to the slow rate of economic The three officials were elected by 

Virtually the only control of mate- recovery of the US Zone. — From the board of directors. Allied ap- 

rials by the counties and cities is by Manpower Division annex of Military _proval enabled the bank to begin full 

the reconstruction offices, whichreview | Governor's Report No. 32. operations. 
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Industry Index Rises Statement Reveals JEIA Finances "= 
Industria een ae rome A financial statement showing the’ that at which receipts from exports 

Area ea a recently , le, public position of the-Joint Export-Import have come in. | : 
u L ! ary lg : ‘Agency as of May 31, 1948, and a It is the aim of the agency to spend 

reached 50 percent of the 1936 base . f th 
oo statement of the operations of the on German imports every penny that 

period level. This is a postwar record 
. agency during the first 7 months of js earned from German exports and 

and a two percent increase over the, : lic b | ; | 
March figure. its existence have beenmade publicby to spend it as fast as it is received. 

Favorable weather, the absence of JETA. . _ The agency. has no funds available 

serious strikes or breakdown, and the Cash in banks and offset accounts which it is not using. As fast as favor- 
cumulative effect of the rise in coal is given as $239,000,000. Against this, able opportunity to purchase goods 

production during the preceding however, there are cash liabilities to for ‘Germany ‘becomes available the 

months were contributing factors. — meet letters of credit and other obli- he wie is spent and will continue to 
The principal increases were in tex- oe sols to pay for mers amounting De spent. oo 

tiles, which rose nine percent; iron to %210,000,000. This leaves a working ~ Financial St . ; ? | atement of Position 
and steel, which rose six percent, and Cash balance of less than $29,000,000. May 31, 1948. 
building materials which rose 11 per- The “accounts receivable” at Assets " : 

cent. Of the eight major industries for $85,000,000 represent the bills which Cash in banks and . 
which figures were available, iron and have been sent out to purchasers of onset osceoehe sisainet 239,200,009 

steel, vehicles, building materials, German goods for which payment has letters of credit, etc. 210,400,000 
| se to nd . $28,800,000 

rubber products, and textiles rose not yet been received. In only one Accounts Teceivable .... . 84,900,000 

postwar peaks; paper and pulp re- case has any large amount been out- advances and other assets... 7,600,000 
mained constant; coal and leather standing for an abnormal period of  Undistributed debits . . . . . .° 16,300,000 

declined time oe ccousr raaTae | 7,700,000 : ‘ account re 27,700,000 

The four percent drop in coal pro- The assets which JEIA has had at Total . . .. . . . . . . $165,300,000 
duction from 77 percent of the base- its disposal for the purchase of German _Liabilities : | | 
period in March to 73 percent in oe imports consist of the capital. contri- Trade creditors, deposits . . » $20,900,000 

17 . : vances repaya t 

the same level as in February, may 0° butions of the United States and the US Commodity Credit Corporation 15,400,000 
expected to have serious results IN {Uniteg Kingdom Governments, certain UK Government . . . . . . 4,000,000 

the coming months unless the coal joans which have been made by the US atta contributions s . . . 113,600,000 
output appreciably improves. US Commodity Credit Corporation Undistributed credits... . . . 11,400,000 

_— and the United Kingdom Government, Total . ©... 1 1 1). . $165,300,000 

Digest Given License and 0 ree wom Geman oe Operating Account for 17 Months 

The Readers Digest Association 8109 fe latter Aave amounted '0 Ended May 31, 1948 
409,000,000 since Jan. 1, 1947. . | 

Pleasantville, N. Y., has been issued a $296.000,000 h b t im Expos of commodities | 

special license under MG Law Nos. 52, : * een a on” services, etc. . . 1+... $409,300,000 
53 and 161, permitting the import of aan " ones na an oe ae én Operating deficit. . 2... . og _H7ro0. | 

necessary materials for the printing M 1¢ a1 i918 A rarth 5016.00, 000 one re 7000.00 

and publication within Germany of a ay oh A Aer ve Expenditure oO 
4s has been deposited as collateral Imports of commodities, oO 7 

German language edition of the , . lread services, etc. . ... . . . . $226,600,000 
magazine. . against orders which have alrea Y Deposits against letters . 

4s os ; . ; been placed -for further imports which of credit, etc. . ... . . . .° 210,400,000 
This license is the first of its kind: " _ | Total en 

. 1 gs will be arriving shortly. The JEIA has = Totals - + + + + + + +» $437,000,000 
issued to a non-German publication ‘i . | 

+ gs ways spent, in these ways, some $27,000,000 JEIA note: These accounts have not yet been 
for the printing within the US Zone than it has earned fr exports —_-tidited. oo 

of a German-language edition. The cain he } nD month om ©XP | 

export of the German-printed publica- CUMS Me Past” moams. Funds Given to Refugees 
tion will be carried out subject to the The whole of the funds of the RM 53,000 were transfered June 16 

regulations of the Joint Export Agency. agency, with the slimmest possible by the Information Control Division, 
margin, has been used for the pur- OMG Bavaria, to officials of | the 

Uni chase of imports into Germany. There State Office for Refugees. The money 
niversity Overcrowded is necessarily a time lag between the represented the total distributors’ 

The rector of the University of receipt of proceeds from exports and proceeds from all German films ex- 
Munich reported that approximately their use for the payment of imports; hibited at Bavarian movie houses last 
6,000 applications for admissions had but this time lag has been progress- Dec. 6. : 
been refused during this past semester, ively reduced, particularly during the This money, which normally goes 

largely because of the present over- last five or six months, and JEIA has into a blocked account held by Mili- 
crowded conditions. The present stu- spent or committed funds for imports tary Government, was presented to 

dent enrollment is approximately during the first and second quarters the refugee office to be used for the 

10,000. | of 1948 at a rate greatly in excess of welfare of refugees in Bavaria, — 
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(Continued from Page 2) Wuerttemberg-Baden margarine, 486,000 pounds of cocoa, — 

fication tribunal at the Garmish in- OMG Wuerttemberg-Baden's series 500,000 pounds of bacon and fat, 

ternment camp, and sentenced to three 4¢ sagig proadcasts to the German 160,000 pounds of ham and 120,000 tins — 
years in a labor camp and confiscation people has been stepped up from a of meat are to be distributed. 

of all except 10,000 marks of his bimonthly to a weekly basis. Twenty- The city administration of Essen 
150,000-mark fortune. three programs have been broadcast disclosed that it will operate three — 

Special assistance has been given in the series which began last Sept.22 coal pits producing 750 tons monthly 
by OMG Bavaria to British officials in With OMGWB Director Sumner Se- to provide fuel for machines used in 
their establishment of leave centers \,.1)'5 farewell address. The broad- rubble removal. 

at Rottach and Bad Wiessee. The casts are heard at 8:30 p.m.every The production of nitric acid has 
centers will consist of five hotels  4onday night. ceased. at the Chemische Fabrik Koeln- 
rented under special contracts with Export sales concluded in Wuert- Kalk near Cologne because of dif- 

German owners. temberg-Baden during May totaled ficulties in the renewal of platinum — 

Student screening committees have $4,652,500, Export contracts for the catalysts. New supplies of platinum — 
been set up in the universities in or- first five months of 1948 totaled are being obtained. j 
der to select the 50 students who will approximately $25,500,000. 

participate in the scholarship program The wreck of a 600-ten Dutch steamer Schleswig Holstein 
offered by the Catholic bishops of the was raised at Karlsruhe, thus freeing The Breitenburger cement firm in 
United States. the harbor of sunken ships. Schleswig Holstein has received coal 

A group of agricultural experts The youth leadership school in Ruit, from Silesia and has started pro- 

from Sweden and the Netherlands Wuerttemberg-Baden, was opened of- duction at the rate of 6,000 metric — 

visited Munich to confer with German ficially May 24. The first course, of a tons a month on a 38,000-ton cement 

scientists. The delegates also lectured week'g duration, was for the training export program to Venezuela. ‘ 

to agricultural students and reported of summer camp leaders. Twenty-two British and 30 German 

on the latest experimental results in working-class students have joined at 

farming. They inspected farms in an Bremen Rendsburg for the first postwar Anglo- — 

effort to determine agricultural needs The US Army signal depot at Oster- German summer school organized by 

and progress within Bavaria. holz-Scharmbeck, nearBremen, contain- the workers Educational Association 

ing approximately 6,000 tons of elec- in conjunction with the Schleswig 
Hesse trical and signal equipment, was turn- Holstein education authorities. The 

The publication of “Der Zeltberater” oq over to the state collection agency course is run on completely communal _ 
(The Tent Adviser) marked the first ¢5, public property (STEG). lines, with their British and German 
major achievement of the Committee rations being pooled. ; 

for Youth Publications in Wiesbaden. North RhinelWestphalia 4 

The book is a translation of ‘So You In ‘the coutee of the Ruhr miners Lower Saxony i 

Want to Be a Camp Counselor”, by incentive program, 580,000 pounds of Armed with ancient weapons, 1,200 
Elmer Ott, American camping expert. oc farmers of Nienburg hunted without 

The Hesse legislature, over the ‘ eT ey Seamer success for the mysterious animal 

opposition of the Communists and 997 ag by : 7 e | that has killed 45 sheep and 29 head ~ 
with the Liberal Democrats abstaining, = > | eee = of cattle. Zoologists believe the animal 
ratified the 1948 budget. It provides a < ~ s L 2 . | is a puma. 
for revenues and expenditures of _ lt 4 | Hamburg | 

1300/479,800.anarks.  -  F . . The Northwest German Radio — 
Dr. Walter Kolb has been reelected [3 4 < : , f (NWDR) at Hamburg has concluded a 

by the city council for a six-year term 7 i = os | = program exchange agreement with the 
as chief mayor of Frankfurt. He is a - 7 = . Basel (Switzerland) radio station. 
member of the Socialist Democratic eo et 7. 

Party. Vase. 2 Berlin 
Philipp Jung, Nazi-appointed prési- a) ~—h—S™~—SeSsé=___ Duwing ithe first 15 days of June, 

dent of the Saar and former chief wee = ~~. 227 tons of iron and steel, 203 tons of 
mayor of Vienna, has been classified | _. chemicals, 41,565 pairs of shoes, and — 

a minor offender by an internment i fc « (7% | 20 tons of leather and rubber shoe 
camp denazification tribunal at Darm- come a 0 a soles were received from the Bizonal 

Stadt. Sixty percent of his property Ministers president and economics Area for the US Sector of Berlin. 
was confiscated and he was placed on Ministers of the three western zones A special allocation of 250 grams of 

probation for three years. of Germany met recently near Dues- Jaising was distributed in June 40m 
Willy Hof, founder and former pres- seldori to discuss coal production in every person in the US and British _ 

ident of the Reichsautobahn Com- the Ruhr. Among the conferees was Sectors. 
oe Dr. Hans Ehard (at left, second from : 3 

pany, was classified as a follower by jhe top), minister president of Bavaria. Distribution was completed for 
a denazification tribunal in Darmstadt. (DENA-Bild) 2,737 pairs of shoes purchased with — 
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part of the proceeds frem the Com- Frm 
munity Chest campaign conducted in  .  —rti—“‘iOs™sOC -. 

last fall. The shoes were turned over |.  . i . 
to social welfare offices in the US i. AL Na _ F 
Sector for distribution to needy pe oe i yh UA a . 

Evangelical Church authorities in  . i  s a . ‘se 7 

Berlin have adopted a new plan | |) - | 3g La | yy " i j a a _ - be 
whereby their churches will stay open 8 1 Lae at aa ate -— i #ééé«.. 
daily for prayer and meditation. | a vain Mn) | ay ae | w= fs j 

Sport Forum, a special illustrated oe ' | | | i 
magazine, was authorized by Military | je oo sate oo iC _ ei 4 |. uy 
Government to cover the 1948 Olymp- 7 0 ga = a ie Peo a <- | Ja 4 
ic Games in London. It will appear in Dene “ eS 2 ao ee — : 

during the period of the games. ao : Si 

The first 15 of 60 Volkswagen to .  @@@ eas 
be used as police radio cars in the § ee . 

US Sector arrived in Berlin. These A new symbol, replacing the Nazi emblem, was unveiled’ recently 
vehicles, manufactured in ‘the British at ceremonies held at Frankfurt's Rhine-Main airport. The symbol is 

Zone, will be turned over to the police a large blue and white globe, circled by three model jet planes and 
department’ of the US Sector after topped with an iron dove, resting on a 30-foot granite column, 

they have been painted police-blue eae (Army Signal Corps) 

and equipped with radio equipment. 

CRALOG and the International Com- for such offenders. Anti-Semitism was governor by Protestant bishops of the 

mittee of the Red Cross will jointly also attacked in statements by the Soviet Zone. : 
furnish a total of nearly 4,000,000 free archbishop of Wuerzburg and the A special branch within the German 
meals this summer to 100,000 Berlin auxiliary bishop of Munich. Economics Commission of the Soviet 
youths, school children, and infants British Zone Zone was established by order of the 
selected by physicians as being most a os a Soviet deputy military governor to 
urgently in need of extra food. The British, Ministry of Labor kon handle the distribution of printed 

The yegistration of aliens living in National Service is working out with | atter, 
ab ° S 8 other government departments a . ape the British Sector of Berlin is being schemecfor'ihe vecruifmenisof German The Soviet authorities announced 

conducted by a section of the Police women for the hospitals and similar the closing on June 15 of their part 
Praesidium in Charlottenburg. This institutions in the United Kingdom. of the refugee exchange point at 

' office is registering aliens already French Zone Bebra in Hesse. 
living in the British Sector who have The South Wuerttembero legislature The National Democratic Party and 

not yet registered, as well as aliens Rootes Ree e pis hoe time the Democratic Farmers Party have 
arriving in or leaving the sector. eee ae "i Bai tial on been licensed for the Soviet Zone by 
Two hundred and thirty tons of eel Sie pies ‘ ma Rie lewiee the Soviet Military Administration. 
Steen Seat at frst load or to drop the deforestation discussion The German Economic Commission 

il i i ‘ from its agenda. The legislature was of the Soviet Zone has announced 
rail in Berlin. . told it would be permitted to ask in that, except for construction of farm 

i Sie ee writing questions on those topics buildings and improvement of farm 

. Step atives trom normally reserved for military gov: equipment, land reform has been the: Soviet Zone urged the teachers etemiank. completed in the zone. 

“a fone ae = bed best Minister President Peter Altmeier, According to Radio Leipzig, the 

dition. Wiétlberiher Baden ieaders speaking before the legisfature of the new minimum wage for workers in 

replied that the tamer while Rhineland-Palatinate, mequested the the Soviet Zone clothing industry is 

. : fusion of the French Zone with the 0.63 marks an hour. The maximum is friendly toward labor, do not wish to . Kk 
join the unions. Bizonal Area. 1.20 marks. 

Soviet Zone Eucom 
US Zone A memorandum pointing out that it All EUCOM major commands with 

In a pastoral letter, the Catholic is “against the principles of the the exception of the Wetzlar Military 
bishop of Limburg referred to recent Evangelical Church to accept sug- Post now have a civilian emergency 
desecrations of Jewish cemeteries in gestions as ito its political viewpoint loan fund established and in operation, 
Germany and pointed out the severe from circles outside the church” has which provides for emergency loans 
Penalties laid down in the canon law been submitted to the Soviet military up to $50 for Department of the Army 
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employees assigned to appropriated 7 ; ‘ 
fund egencion, Civilian Personnel Impounding of Cars Explained 
Employee Relations Counselors are For the interest of US occupational Motor vehicles, involved in delin- 
authorized to extend loans after an personnel motoring through the quencies, which are owned by nation-_ 
interview with the employee has French Zone of Germany, EUCOM . als of the United States, Allied coun- 
shown that the application is valid. Headquarters issued an announcement tries or Allied governments, will be 

Dependents of American military emphasizing the policy which governs taken to the nearest “Brigade de 
and civilian personnel inthe European the impounding, for cause,of US Gov- Gendarmerie” and an immediale report — 
Command numbered 33,8180n May 15. ernment and any privately-owned will be made to the liaison mission 

This was an increase of approximately motor vehicle in the French Zone. in Baden-Baden, q 

4,600 dependents since Sept. 1947. The following delinquencies are ma- 
Berlin had 2,305 dependents May 15, jor offenses which will justify the im- IARA Asks Advance j 
but a decrease of nearly 100 families pounding by French occupation author- 

was expected by next Sept. 1. ities of any vehicle involved: driving The 19-nation Inter-Allied Repara- 
During May, 1,662 displaced persons without a license, driving without on Agency (IARA) in Berlin repuest- 

were repatriated and 5,348 DP’s were registration or title, delinquencies ed Switzerland to fulfill the Washing- 

resettled from the US Zone of which result in traffic accidents, leav- t©2 agreement of May, 1946, and take 
Germany. ing the scene of an accident in which immediate steps to liquidate German 

The Quartermaster Division, EUCOM the vehicle is involved, driving with  @8sets in Switzerland. 
has organized a group of specialists. defective brakes or defective lights, The agreement calls for 50 percent 
to act as advisors to post quarter- lack of license plates, or license plates of the proceeds of liquidation to 
masters, maintain ' liaison between and registration certificate bearing accrue to the Swiss government and 
all QM _ points, establish uniform different numbers, and the use by the 50 percent to be placed at the disposal 
Procedures in QM activities and operator of ownership documents, of the Allies for the rehabilitation of 
Standardize supply and service re- registration certificate or driver's countries devastated or depleted by 
sponsibilities, The group will be license which are officially listed as war, 

Known: as . “Technical Survey Team" lost or stolen. Although the hesitancy of the Swiss 
= wiaid tWormnllitary: posts each Drivers of US Government-owned has been attributed to the lack of an 

—_— ieee wre ae Tren ee a exchange rate for the Swiss franc and 
4 ‘or minor violations, will be booked the German mark, the IARA request 

Textiles for Germans and teleased, and a report of the points out that exchange rates will 
Following the recent release to the incident will be forwarded to the only affect the future compensation 

German. economy of 61,000,000 yards organization concerned, made to German owners and not the 
of textile fabrics, the Bizonal Depart- 50 : 4 ee percent due to member govern- ment of Economics began a program of q 
distribution to make finished textile ee C= 4 menis. j 
goods available to the German popu- , i Having made no payment to the 
lation between July 1 and Sept. 30. gy = : IARA in two years, the Swiss govern- 

Of the 61,000,000 yards, approxi- 2 i ment has been requested to make an 
mately 16,000,000 are finished and © ge Fl initial payment of 100,000,000 francs 
printed cloth, ready for manufacture . . — as an advance for the benefit of mem- 
into garments. The remaining |= ee Ss o ber governments against the total sum 
45,000,000 yards require finishing and r... 7 == | o be paid after liquidation has been 
printing. At present, 9,600 yards of r—OOSCiCCOUcompletted, — CD's News of Germany. 
finished cloth have been released to _. . .< ae 
dress manufacturers, and 5,000,000 =... 4 ’ 
yards of unfinished material to fin- 4 —_— Bank Branches Permitted 
ishers and printers. &. — ye oe ' Banks with head offices in United 

In addition, approximately 110,000 | 7", : o Nations or neutral countries are per 

yards are to be used for the manu- Fy : <a mitted, effective July 1, upon appli- 
facture of seed bags. , ag .  ,@ = cation and with MG approval, to open 

— = a AER. AMER ranches in the US-UK Zones of Ger 
Three Factual Films A German boy, Klaus Biallowons, many. The banks are permitted to 

Three factual films, produced by ocue a roe igi ar the ie perform services incidental to foreign 

the MG documentary film unit at snets uae Prericat (FPA) The alia of trade, including the opening of expor! 
Berlin-Tempelhof, have been released 4,4. , a and import letters of credit, the ne 

i ae pe i etter Ieilo set Up correspondence tiation of export and import docu 
to the public — “Hunger”, dealing gnq better relations and ideas be- 9° » a P foral 
with the world food problem: “It'S tween American and German youth. ments, and the carrying of a 
Up to You", on German history from Klaus wrote from the English Insti- Currency accounts for authori 
1919 to 1958, and “Malaria”, tute in Heidelberg. (Army Signal Corps)  PeTSONS. 
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tinued from page 

White Plague DEATH RATESEOS TD, FARR Be TURE SEMAN 915 - 1948 | 
have, according to the figures fur- 320 “i 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 20 os os 27 28 29. 30 31 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 90 46 46 47 1948 

nished, already passed this ratio. eo EE EE ERE 
Berlin, however, in order to meet this et TELL ETAT ETT TE PLT EE EE TET LETT 

standard, needs some 8,800 additional 5 | 0 PCT Te EE 

ioe ot pnw | SECURE SESE CE EE four sectors. © oso H 7 
| g PTET TT TEE EEE 

The problem of suitable disposition 220 SRRGESHE HERRREEE PPT TT ETE Ey sedis ie a wae, | f|SEPLEOAECEEEA 
vas sepetely cured wit German |] 8] ELE HAETNANE EEE EEEPPS Eee ee ! . sed w rman c | | 

suthorities. The practice in Germany |<] CTTTTTTT TTT YT ANT 
is to place such cases in tuberculosis le} PUPPET NNN Pe 

wards of general hospitals, or, if this || ¢ | PPPTP TTT TT Neer Na a AN TT 
is not possible, to allow them to mELEEL ELLE A ee eet BINT | 
remain at home. Some of these cases PEP EEEEEEE P PN 
are unwilling to accept hospital care. "TEEETTTTET TT EE ETT 
In some instances this reluctance is || | ‘SIT {TIT TTTI TTT TT ITEITTI Titi ttt tT 

rations which patients at home are | 

iven and which are frequently shared 
th other members nt the family. Ordinarily cases diagnosed and not Cross met German public health 

. requiring sanatorium care are referred authorities and proposed a specific 

The commission feels that every to private physicians for treatment. program. 
effort should be made to hospitalize As a result of these conferences 4 
thes i , S. S ences, 

live in crowded Petey tose who Te CLINIC IS ALSO an one number of project in different parts 
menace to their families. The con- agency for Teporting _ CASES. n of the US Zone were set up. These 

centration of such cases in special general, cases diagnosed in private are now im operation in all states of institutions reserved for “hopeless” medical practice are referredto clinics the US Zone and in the US Sector of 
cases is, however, not considered for confirmation and report to the Berlin, but at the time of the commis- 

desirable, because of its adverse effect health department. | Thus the clinic, sion’s study only the one in Hesse 
on morals and the likelihood that it with its responsibility for diagnosis, was operating on more than a minumal 

would be unacceptable to the patients. ‘elerence for medical Or tn scale, | 

Many more beds in relation to the ie me ane en meportant 30.000. nn ea approximately 
tuberculosis mortality were provided a enci es in the tuberculosis control ‘ children had been tested in 
for displaced persons than for Ger- 8 , Hesse. About 32 percent of those mans. The total number of IRO beds program. who completed the test were positive 

for tuberculosis as of June 1, 1947, was Restoration of this institution to 1 tuberculin. OF those negative ro 
2,696. As the total number of deaths effective operation throughout the tuberculin, 6,284 accepted vaccination. 
from tuberculosis for the. year 1947 zone is important for the future tuber- It is too early to make any state- 

was 325, the number of beds per culosis control program. Evidence of ment as to the success of the pro- 

annual death was 8:3: that is, far progress was observed in several of cedure. In the opinion of the commis- 
above the standard ratio of two or the cities visited. Lack of transport-  sion,. BCG vaccination is worthy of 
two and a half beds per death. ation facilities and equipment is tyial under the conditions prevailing 

The general plan for clinic care among the greatest obstacles to be in Germany today and should be in- 

provides for a clinic in each county overcome. cluded in the public health program 

and several in the large cities. Each In 1947 the Danish Red Cross, which provided there is no loss in emphasis 

has a chief physician and assistant was already engaged in a program of on the general methods of tuberculo- 

physicians, as necessary, and a staff BCG vaccination against tuberculosis ‘%'* control now developing. vs 
of clinic nurses and nurses or social in eastern Europe, approached Mili- The wartime rise in mortality 

workers who visit patients in their tary Government with an offer to from extra-pulmonary tuberculosis 
homes. The clinic is primarily an conduct a program in Germany. MG was parallel to that from respiratory 

agency for the diagnosis of tubercu- officials arranged a series of meetings tuberculosis, and there has been an 
losis. Medical treatment is usually in Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Munich, Ber- apparent increase in morbidity from 
not furnished; however, in a few lin, Bremen and Giessen at which these’ forms since the war in some 

Clinics artificial pneumothorax is given. representatives of the Danish Red areas. As infection from milk is a not 
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infrequent cause of tuberculosis of [ NSPECTIONS WERE MADE of a _ units, suggested by certain German 

lymph nodes, bones and other non- selected group of representative tuberculosis specialists, is practical. 

pulmonary organs, an inquiry into the tuberculosis hospitals and sanatoria. | | 

possibility of bovine typetuberculosis From observing ithese institutions in BREN PRESENTS @ problem for 

infection is warranted. operation and interviewing public which ithe commission ‘. able to 

A study of bovine tuberculosis in health representatives in each of the present no adequate solution. This . 

Germany has shown that during the States, the following general con- city 1s governed PY the quadripartite 
, Tove! group, and its public health problems . 

war the control of the milk supply clusions can be drawn: are handled as an entity. Patients 

and the usual procedures for the In- 1. Existing tuberculosis hospitals from the Soviet, British, and French 

" : ~e high standard in spite of serious the US Sector and vice versa. It is 
that at least one-third of adult cattle hortages of certain items of equip- th Section’ nin} that th 

are infected.’ The disease was con- mnoneases © ; mann te ° . amp © commssron S| oP mon. e ° 

sidered by the reporting official as a men! TM Maintenance. Supplies of best solution, although inadequat®, 
threat both to the public health and ~ °°" COVetSS: Paint, and building is the creation of new hospital pecs — 
to the German dairy and livestock materials would smiprowe the insti through nae wtihizatio n of exist- 

industry. tutions and simplify maintenance ing institutions, expansion where 

problems. practical, and the assignment of other 

ee en nites 2. Little attempt has been made to buildings where feasible. Here, too, 
sponsible public health authorities ° : : terminatio he suvplies an 

that many pasteurizing plants have imcrease the capacity of existing sauipment ae vnt ee 
old and inadequate equipment, which hospitals by maximum use ol all a andividual hosni : 

leads to doubt as to the effectiveness @Vailable space. Available limited ont ik ee nos oe basis. ‘esi | 

of their operation. What proportion construction materials and labor are that ‘oxisting institutions are, "to the 
of milk is marketed in the raw state being used to provide permanent im- sy or beds now being ‘utilized. 
was not determined. New contro] Provements rather than emergency -easonabl y equipped and supplied 

measures appear to be in progress ©*Pansion of bed facilities. with most necessat di al j 7 Ty medical 1tems 

which are expected to be helpful in &- Medical staffs are numerically except hospital linen, X-ray film and 
the future. In the meantime, milk is adequate, and no difficulty would be X-ray tubes. As would be expected, 
a factor of some possible significance encountered in staffing new or ex- not all institutions have the same ~ 
in the infection of the German people, panded hospitals. There has been a degree of shortages, and, in fact, some 
particularly children and nursing moth- shortage of qualified nursing per- are adequately supplied with these 
ers, who receive milk supplements.  g¢onnel, which can only be alleviated items. In its survey of a selected 

The problem of tuberculosis cannot by renewed emphasis on training group of institutions the commission 

be detached and viewed separately programs. did not arrive at any quantitative . 

from the problems of the whole Ger- 4. Most serious hazards to the determination of requirements. This 

man economy. Widespread shortages can only be done by the German 

of supplies and facilities of many effectual care and treatment of authorities after surveying ‘each in- 
kinds make life erim for the German patients appear to be shortages of vont 

g or the a . . | stitution. 

people. It is now a responsibility of X-tay equipment and supplies and of Certain stocks of medical supplies 

the Germans themselves to determine basic items of German economy, such and equipment are currently being 

relative priority of need and to distri- as food and fuel. made available to the German eco- 

bute that which is available as wisely It is the opinion of the commission pomy through STEG on a_ deferred 

as possible. that the construction of new tubercu- credit basis as follows: 3,300 tons of 

Hospitals and sanatoria need certain losis hospitals on an emergency basis supplies now in Germany and surplus 
supplies and equipment, The most is not practical for several reasons. jt) US Army needs, and 1,100 tons of 

serious shortages are, however, in First, the needs to meet accepted medical supplies from the United 

those non-technical items which are ‘Standards can, except in Berlin, be States on the so-called “incentive 
widely used and needed by all the met without construction of new program’. Some of the latter have 

people, sick or well, such as food, hospitals. Second, building materials already been received in Germany. 

fuel, blankets, sheets, towels, soap, and skilled labor are in such short ————— ne | 

and electric light bulbs. In items of SUPP!y that construction would take Offen Gesagt 
this type, hospitals are in direct com- years. Third, . usable buildings of all Because of the great demani for the 

petition with needs for all other an aoe ove acon pamphlet among the German popu- — 

purposes. t ited : | b _ scnoo Sr ane ° lation, Military Government authorized 

It is the opinion of the commission on ee up num or nat no high pri- a third edition of an earlier title in 

that German authorities in the Bizonal ority could be given to this program. this series, ‘‘Offen Gesagt,”’ (excerpts 

Area are doing a reasonably good Likewise, the commission does not from James F. Byrnes’ “Speaking 

job of determining these relative feel that the plan of emergency con- Frankly"). The total issue for this title 

priorities. struction of small 16-bed hospital is now 550,000 copies. 
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Director Says Russian Element of Kommandatura Has Placed Odd 

Interpretation, on ‘Unity’ and “Improvement'’ in Berlin Affairs 

TT. SOVIET STATEMENT that for By Col. Frank L. Howley Economic devlopment in western 

tee ves the soviet Kommand- Director, OMG Berlin Sector Ronny has now been assumed by 

atura has taken all measures to the Germans themselves under the 

insure unity in the city government HE MACISTRAT did not, in control of the occupying powers. The 

of Berlin and has been solicitious for T D ber. 1946. cive its approval German economists are basing the 

the improvement of the material | even vs 9 PP lud development on the simple rules of 

situation of the Berlin population to a British us proposal fo memee interchange of goods. 
the productive capacities of ihe | ; ; , 

cannot be based on the accepted British/US Sectors of Berlin into the The material situation has improved 

interpretation of the words “unity” 1. remarkably. In spite of the many 
and “improvement”. production and supply plans of the obstacles instigated by the SMA to 

If one may interpret “unity” as Bizonal Area. There was no such prevent Berlin from enjoying benefits 
; aon proposal made. There was a survey i . 

meaning united in ignorance under a } _ of this economic improvement, and in 
accomplished by OMG officials to ; oy 

controled press and united in sub- learn the raw material and consumer spite of Berlin's not being able to jugation to the will of a political participate in the economic planning, 
machine, then we must admit the goods requirements of Berlin as well Berlin has and will reap the benefits. 
Soviet authorities have taken “> to learn what production Bertin from all of these plans. 
measures for unity in the city Already in view for the last six 

government. ; months of 1948 are increased alloca- 

If we can interpret “improvement” Col rank L. Howley, director tions in all catogories. To cite some 

as Meaning regimenting the popula- of OMG Berlin Sector and US examples: Before the end of 1948 the 

tion to gratefully accept charity from F . people of the western sectors will 

the overlords of the SED (Communist- representative on the Allied receive more than 100,000 pairs of 
dominated Socialist Unity Party), we Kommandantura of Berlin, in an- leather shoes per month, 2,500,000 
must also admit they have struggled swer to Soviet charges that the yards of textiles produced from im- 

for the improvement of the material US and British authorities were ported cotton provided by the Joint 
situation of the Berlin population. trying to join their sectors to Export Emport Agency, 545 new 

The US Military Government will the Bizonal Area. A similar reply vehicles, 2,060 used vehicles from (iS 

continue to strive for a unified was made by Brig. E.R. Ben- Army surplus, 12,500 auto and truck 

democratic government in Berlin. It son, British representative. tires and tubes, 30,000 bicycle tires 
has in the past and will continue im 7————#_#£_[_|[__-—_ 224 tubes, and building material to 

the future to help the German popula- reconstruct 8,000 living Spaces, OF 
tion to improve their own material could trade to other parts of Germany sufficient for 12,000 persons. 

situation. The US Military Govern- 22d foreign nations to pay for import HE MAGISTRAT has liaison men 
ment, however, does not hold with of goods. This is the primary principle T in Frankfurt who continually press 

the promise of giving a hand-out of of economic development. the authorities to allocate to Berlin 

a hot meal to a few workers at the Berlin cannot improve its material its needs in raw materials and con- 

expense of the over-all population Situation without commerce with sumer goods. Neither these men nor 
and then only to force that small other parts of Germany and with any persons of Berlin government 

group of workers to work all the other nations. It cannot forever enjoy have a voice in the economic planning 
harder. increased allocations of material of either the Bizonal Area or Bertin. 

The US Military Government feels goods by command of Allied Powers They may be compared to salesmen 
that a hand-out of a questionable to the zones. or buyers of a large factory. They 

midday meal to 100,000 out of 600,060 For the year 1947 and the first are stationed at the source of supply. 

workers is a futile gesture conducive quarter of 1948 the western sectors They doubtless serve as the four 

to the loss of self-respect and pride of Berlin received RM 659,000,000 Magistrat representatives in Leipzig 

of the German workers. It creates worth of goods from western _ serve. | | 

hopelessness for the future in the Germany, and in turn shipped only There are more liaison men in 

individual receiving a handout. It RM 179,000,000 worth of goods in pay- Frankfurt than in Leipzig because of 
also creates frustration in the minds ment for its imports from western the fact that in the western sectors 

of the other 500,000 workers who feel Germany. This is a deficit of and western zones the Germans 

that they may have to give up certain RM 515,000,000. At the same time, themselves accomplish their own 

of their principles to acquire a few the western sectors of Berlin shipped procurement while in the Soviet 
Pounds of vegetables for themselves to the Soviet occupied areas 55 per- Sector and Zone procurement is done 

and their families. cent of its manufactured products. by the SMA. These liaison men are 
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not officials and have not been ap- 55 percent of the manufactured goods countries that otherwise would te 

pointed to any bizonal organization. of the US Sector to be shipped into unavailable to the Berlin economy. 

They are merely supply agents of the the Soviet occupied area. It sees the economic harm of choking 

Magistrat. Hence, the Magistrat has It also recognized that the market transportation to the western zones 

violated no Kommandatura order in for certain other industries was and Foreign countries in order to 

sending them to Frankfurt. almost wholly for export to foreign enforce the sale of all Berlin’s produc- 

_ There has been no siphoning | of countries. Hence, US Military Govern- _ tion into the Soviet area markets. 

valuables, equipment or metal scrap ment encourages export to foreign In view of the Foregoing, US Mili- 

into. the Bizonal Area or outside countries in order to receive foreign tary Government rejects the three 

Germany as a result of the presence exchange with which to purchase proposals (containing the charges) 

of these liaison men. US Military TaW materials and goods from these offered by the Soviet representative. 

Government has encouraged trade | IONS 

between Berlin and all Germany and 

with foreign countries.. It has en- ~ OFFICIAL INSTRUCT 

couraged export. of metal scrap to Assignment of Personnel to Super- Guard), AG 322 GSP. Cites prohibit- 

foreign countries in order to obtain vise Women's Affairs within the ions. 

foreign exchange. | Laender Office of Military Govern- Sec, X—Quota for Courses of In- 

The SMA evidently agrees that the ment, AG 353. 81(EC), OMGUS, - struction at the 7712 European Com- 

export of metal scrap to foreign 26 May 1948. Provides for appoint- mand Intelligence School, AG 352 GID. 

countries is economically sound, ment of specialists in state OMQ's Sec. XI—Removal of Winterized 

since on Jan, 6, 1948, it entered into 4nd cites duties. Tops, AG 451 ORD. States such tops 

a contract to ship 100,000 tons of Weekly Directive No. 23, Hq on 1/s-ton trucks considered permanent 

metal scrap to Belgium at a price cf EUCOM, 11 June 1948. Lists following: jnstallations and cannot be removed 
$93 er ton, A lot of this scrap has Sec. I--Enlisiments and Reenlist- without permission. 

been collected in the Soviet Sector of ents im the US Air Force, AG <c Sec. XII—Signal Corps Training 

Berlin, and attempts have been made ona, eo . ee Sone nad ai Films, AG 352 SIG. Lists new films. 

to collect some of it from the . ° ; are an gives Sec, XIII—Officer Candidate Schools, 

American Sector. The US Military ""g, a eens Automobiles into 2G, 35! AGP. Rescinds Sec. XVI 

Government encouraged an agree- - y EUCOM Weekly Directive No. 2 of 
the United States Duty Free, AG 451 16 J 1948 tes DA Cir 136 

ment to export 10,000 tons of metal . . anuary , quotes ir 
RYT. Quotes intent of Public Law 633, § 1948 and ai instructi 

scrap to the United States at a price | Hac ° and gives new instructions, 
7 7 77th Congress, that automobiles are Dn nteet 

of $30,75 per ton. | , Sec. XIV—Recissions, AG 461 AGO. 
/ considered personal property. List 1 to 6S XI. EUCOM 

The Magistrat has not created a Sec. II]—Counterfeit Milit Pay- isis Pat 0% Sec, ' 
ounterres Wary *ay Weekly Directive No. 3 of 29 August 

special body to examine “the program ment Certificates, AG 123. 7 FIN. Y 9 
4 : . , : . 1947, and EUCOM letter AG 342.06 

to include western sectors of Beriin Urges vigilance in detecting counter- eat | as 
, ; ” . AGP-B, of “Enlistment for Military 
into the Bizonal Area.” The state-  feits. Intelliqence Service Lanquage School,” 

ment by the Soviet representative Sec. IV—The 7720 EUCOM Replace- 22 Monch 1947 gage r 

relative to such a body and relative ment Depot, AG 320. 2 GPA. Directs . " a 

: , ; Establishment of Military Posts 
to a fund of RM 1,000,000 to support discontinuance of direct requests for or : 

Division, General Staff, Headquarters, 
such a body in 1947, is not based on replacements. 

. . . European Command, General Orders 

facts. The Magistrat has sent persons Sec. V—Weekly Check of Particu- } 
es . No. 57 (Sec. I), Hq EUCOM, 15 June 

to Frankfurt to study economic co- Jar Entries in Certain Personnel . 
. . ._-—s—« A948. | 

operation between Berlin and the Records, AG 333 AGX. Lists questions a 
western zones. Such cooperation is  '® be checked Rear Echelon, Information Control 

, n i ' oes 

an economic necessity Sec. VI-EUCOM Small Arms Com- _Pivision, AG 322 (IC), OMGUS, 16 June 
. etition 1948 AG 353, 8 GOT 1948. Lists ICD units moved to 

- Does the Soviet representative deny P ' ‘ "Nuremberg. 

that the Magistrat has any coordina- Amends Sec, IX, EUCOM Weekly Commi was eg ard 
a sas Directive No. 13 of 2 April 1948 as ommittee on Tripartite Military 

tion with the economic organization ‘ 
-n the Soviet Zone? Does he al to arms used and number of officers Government Organization (US Ele 

e ve } one? Does he a so deny on a team. ment) CINCEUR, General Order No. 58, 

thatthe Magitat seeks economic cor eT retepnone Requirements, 114 EUCOM (erin), 19 June 194 
perabion wira mese org AG 311. 2 SIG, Directs minimum lines [See Separate item page 19). , 
US Military Government is striv-  pey unit. 

ing to aid in balancing Berlin's eco- Sec. VIII—Course of Instruction in | (|. ces as as | 
nomy. It recognizes that in normal Property Accounting, AG 140 FIN. eed on Ohne ao watatin 

times the natural market for certain Gives dates and quotas for third iste bY e Information ubetin 

Berlin industries was in what is now course at EUCOM Finance School. may © obtained. by writing 

the Soviet occupied area. Hence, the Sec. IX-—-Unauthorized Formations directly to the originating head-— 

US Military Government has allowed of Labor Service Companies (Civilian quarters. , 
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